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A Color PresentationGraphics Workstation, by SharonO. Mead, WiltiamR. Taylor,Kenneth A. Mintz and CatherineM. Pofter Here'sa graphicssystemfhafs deslgnedto meet
the needsof graphicarflsts,with or withouta hosf computer.
DesigningSoftwarefor High-Performance
Graphics, by RobertR. Burnsand DaleA.
Luck lt had to offer advancedgraphics featuresand yet be compatiblewith other HP
graphicsterminals.
CurtisL. Dowdy,and
Logic Design for a Graphics Subsystem, by Craig W. Dr.serens,
WilliamR. Taylor Dedicatedgraphicshardwareprovidesa quick responsetime.
A High-ResolutionColor Monitor, by MarkHanlon,GeoffreyG. Moyer,and PaulG. Winninghoff It produces 4096pure co/orsand is easyto align.
The GraphicsWorkstationas an ExtensibleComputerTerminal, by EdwardTang,Otakar
Blazek,Thomas
K.Landgraf,PaulaH.Ng,andStephenP.Pacheco Theterminalsubsysfem
providesan alphanumericdisplay,keyboardcontrol,datacom,and local devicecontrol.
A Computer-AidedTest and Tracking System, by MichaelR. Perkins,SusanSnitzer,and
CharlesW. Andrews lhe fesf syslemand the product were designedtogether.
Product Design of a Friendly Golor Graphics Workstation,by DennisC. Thompson,
KennethD. Boetzer,Mark A. Della Bona, and Badir M. Mousa lt doesn'tintimidatethe
userbecauseof its size,noiselevel,or apparentcomplexity.
A. Balazer
AUTOPLOT/2700:
A SingleApproachto CustomChartGeneration,by Stanley
willmakemosfof thedecisions
or leavethemtotheuser.
andJohnM. Perry Thissoftvvare
A General-PurposePicture Creator, by John R. Alburger,Jim L.
PAfNTBRUSHI2TOOz
Davis,DianeA. Rodriguez,and BarbaraA. Stanley Whethernoviceor expert,the graphic
artistcan create picturesnaturallyand interactively.
Authors
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Computerartisn'tsonewanymore.Examples
of it appearfrequentlyin magazines-photo'
graphsof televisionscreenswith prettypictureson them.You can usuallysee rightaway
' that thesepicturesare madeup of dots,eacha differentcolor.The dots are calledpixels.
L!*lt youzoomin on a portionof one of thesepictures-magnifyit so it fills the screen-the
1-1
'
t l{tQY/ 1 dots in mostcasesjustget larger.The numberof pixelsthe screencandisplaylimitsthe
L
amountof detailthe artistcan put intothe picture.
#.\\'
the
ColorGraphicsWorkstation,
of the HP 27OO
.' Nowcomewithme to a demonstration
subjectof this issue.A brightpictureof the UnitedStatesof Americafillsthe screen-so
the
television-like
on the keyboard,
far a conventional-looking
display.As we spinone of the thumbwheels
Detailsappearthatcouldn't
displayzoomsin firston thewestcoast,thenon a smallareanearSanFrancisco.
be seenin the originalpicture.The dotsdon'tget larger,at leastup to a point.Wheredid thatextradetail
on 5000timesthe numberof
comefrom?lt's storedin the HP 2700'smemory,whichcan holdinformation
pixelsthatcanbe displayed
to a copy
theworkstation
cansendthisinformation
on thescreen.On command,
camerato be put on filmwithall of the line detailpreserved.
Nowwatchas ScottConnor,an HPgraphicartist,sitsdownto createa pictureon the HP 2700.He'snever
slide
thebrightlycoloredspace-fantasy
seenthemachinebefore.Oneandone-halfhourslaterhe'sproduced
shownon the cover.He'sbeenableto drawobjectsfreehand,movetheseobjects,changetheirsizeand
orientation,selecta paletteof 16 colorsto workwithout of 4096availablecolors,andfill in areaswithcolors
the sailboat
automatically.
In aboutthe sameamountof time,JournalAssociaieEditorKenShawproduced
artistcando.
showswhatan accomplished
bar charton the cover.Thethirdcoverslide,the butterfly,
The HP 2700isn'ta computer.lt's morelikea computerterminal,but it doesn'tneeda hostcomputerto
graphicartistsneedarebuiltintoit. However,
witha hostcomputer,
creategraphics.Mostof the capabilities
the rangeof possibilities
expands.Getthe full storyfromthe HP 2700'sdesignersin the next38 pages.
-R.P.Dolan
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A Color Presentation
Graphics
Workstation
Here'sa remarkable
familyforpresentation
newworkstation
graphicsdesign,decisionsupportgraphics,and graphic
art. lt featurespowertd, easy-to-useapplicationsoftware
and full block-modeterminalcapabilities.
by SharonO. Mead,WilliamR. Taylor, KennethA. Mintz,and CatherineM. Potter
HE HP 27OO(Fig. 1Jis a family of high-performance
color graphics workstations offering local graphics
designand output featuresthat enableusersto create
professionalpresentationgraphicsand graphic art at a fraction of the cost of manual methods of design and preparation. The workstation's powerful featuresare accessibleby
a host computer so that it is possibleto implement demanding graphics applicationsthat do not require the computer
to perform complex transformationcalculationsor transmit
copious amounts of data to the workstation. The HP 2700
can also function as a block-modecomputer terminal, making it a suitable display station for many generalgraphics
applications.It has a high-quality color display, a keyboard
with many specializedfunctions, a graphics input device
consisting of a pair of thumbwheels and a button, and an
optional graphics tablet.

Graphics Features
The HP 2700 combines the benefits of vector graphics
with rastergraphics.The display of an HP 27OOis refreshed
from a raster memory that has four memory bits for each
screen color dot, or pixel. By contrast, a vector graphics
display is refreshedfrom a display list of commands that
direct an electron beam to move and draw lines on the
display. Vectortechnologyproducescleanlines, but is usually monochromaticand limited in the number of lines that
can be drawn beforepicture quality deterioratesbecauseof
flicker. However, the image on the screencan be changed
quickly, simply by changing the display list.
The advantagesof raster-scantechnologyare that color is
readily available,the image can be arbitrarily complex, and
solid areascan be filled quickly and without flicker. However, since lines are made up of dots, stairstepping can
occur in low-angle lines. Also, changing the image can be
difficult without resending the entire picture.
Local Applications
Local applications software combined with highA major contribution of the HP 27OOis that, while it is a
resolution 35-mm slide output let even a first-time user raster display, commands sent to the terminal to create
produce presentationgraphics quickly and easily.
graphic imagesare also retained in memory in a vector list.
PAINTBRUS}1I2TOO
combines sophisticatedpicture cre- Justas with the vector display, these storedcommandscan
ation capabilities with the ability to manipulate and edit
then be manipulated by further commands to change the
picfures createdlocally or by a host computer.Picturescan
displayed image without retransmitting all of the original
be createdfreehandusing a graphicstablet or with a variety
commandsneededto createthe image. Parts of the picture
of drawing aids such as pen tips, arcs,curves, and defined can be identified as objectswhich can be moved, scaled,or
shapes.
rotated independently of the rest of the display. This local
AUTOPLOT/27OOis a charting packagethat can accept storageof graphics commands allows true zoom and pan,
input from a flexible disc, the keyboard,or a computer.The
and actually produces higher resolution on the screeninonly information that must be supplied is the data to be
steadof just making each dot bigger as you zoom in. While
graphed, However, most attributes of the graph can be
the screenis a rectangular array of 512 by 390 pixels, the
changed interactively, including the size and location of
usercan address32767by 32767points.A smallareaon the
axes,scaling,and the colors and patternsof lines, bars,and
screencan be expanded by a single command to reveal a
pie segments.
much higher level of detail than was initially visible, In fact,
PRESENTATION/2700is a utility software packagethat
the user can view asmuch or aslittle of the addressspaceas
outputs picturesto a high-resolutionfilm recorderfor makdesired,and can look at up to 256 noncontiguousor possiing high-quality S5-mm slides or other film copies. It also bly overlapping parts of the spaceat one time.
has the ability to upload pictures to the HP 3000 Computer
A palette of 16 colors out of a choice of 4096 is displayed
in the same figure file format used by the DSG/3000, at any one time. Up to 256 palettes can be stored in the
HPDRAW, and TDP/3000software subsystems.These figworkstation.Interestinganimation effectscan be createdby
ures can then be transmittedto any device supportedby the
rapidly rotating the active palette among severalstored in
HP 3000 graphics capabilities, including the HP 2680A
the terminal. Colors can easily be selectedfor a palette by
LaserPrinter.Picturescan alsobe output to local plotters,to
use of a slide-bar menu that allows interactive manipulablack and white printers, or through a video interface to
tion of the colors. The results can be seen in the picture
camerasand monitors.
on the screen.
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Fig. 1. The HP 2700 Color
Graphics Workstationspeeds the
preparction of high-quality presentation graphics. The designer
works with a keyboard, thumbwheelsand a bufton,or an optional
graphics tablet.

The HP 2 700 supports a full polygonal areafill capability.
This feature allows application programs to specify the
vertices of any arbitrary polygon including concave, convex, and doughnut shapesand have the area filled in with
either a solid color or a pattern.
Color mapping, full polygonal area fill, multiple views
and windows, object manipulations, and other advanced
graphics features ofthe HP 27OOarc explained in detail in
other articles in this issue.

play functions to be offloaded from the main terminal processor. This frees the main processor to deal with other
computations, thereby increasing total system performance. The multiprocessor architecture also increasesthe
modularity and expandability of the terminal by placing the
device'dependent functions into intelligent I/O and display
controllers. Thus. individual modules can be enhanced or
replaced with minimal impact on the main terminal
firmware,

Alphanumeric Features
In addition to all of its graphics features,the HP 27oo is a
complete alphanumeric terminal compatible with the HP
2622A Data Entry Terminal. Applications that depend on
blockmode and format mode,suchasVPLUS/3000,willrun
unchanged on the HP 27OO.There are new display enhancements that allow applications to make use of color in
alphanumeric applications as well. The use of color on a
menu or form allows the reader to discern much more
information than is possible with a monochromatic display.
A local mass storage option allows pictures and alphanumeric information to be stored for later viewing or
retransmission to the computer. There is a friendly command interface for manipulating files and hard-copy devices. English-like commands and a system of prompting
the user through softkey labels that change as a command is
typed in make the UO devices very easy to use.

Processor-lndependent Bus
To implement the multiprocessor architecture, a new bus
named the processor-independent bus (PIB) was defined.
The processor-independent architecture of the PIB allows
different modules to use different processors and lets the
product grow with technology. As new, more-powerful
processors and device controller chips become available,
new boards can be designed to enhance the capabilities of
the product with minimal impact on the rest of the system.
The HP 2700modules are designedto minimize the need
for jumpers for configuration. For example, the starting
address for the memory board is configured by firmware
instead of by hardwired jumpers; this simplifies assembly
and reduces configuration errors. The modules are selfidentifying, so that, with few exceptions,they can be installed in any PIB slot.
PIB modules can be categorized into four major t5rpes:
channels, memory, master controllers, and dumb slaves.A
channel is a microprocessor-basedcontroller that supports
communication with other modules through system
(shared)memory. By using system memory as a communication path for control information and a buffer for the
transfer of data, the channel initiating a complex data trans-

Hardware Architecture
To provide the performance necessaryto implement the
advanced feature set of the tlP 27oo, a multiprocessor architecture was chosen. A multiprocessor architecfure allows the device-dependent details of various UO and dis-
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Examples of
HP 27OOGraphic Art

The PIB has a 16-bit data bus and a 24-bit addressbus
capable of addressing 16 megabytesof memory. Memory
can be accessedon both word and byte bases.Eight interrupt lines are provided along with power, clocks, and control signals for a total of 100 lines. Bus arbitration for each
channel is controlled by the bus controller chip (BCC),a
proprietary HP IC. By integrating the control functions in
this 48-pin IC, a complex bus interfacecan be incorporated
into each channel using a minimum of board space.
Three Module Groups
The HP 27OOcanbe divided functionally into three main
groups of modules: the system group, the VO group, and the
display group (seeFig. 2). The system group provides the
overall control of the terminal functions, including the
execution of application programs.The core of the group is
the MC68000-basedprocessorboard and associatedROM
and RAM. The system group also includes the shared
(backplane)RAM, which is used for interprocessorcommunication and for storageof vector lists. The modules in
the UO group provide the interface between the terminal
and the wide range of devices supported by the HP 2ZOO
including graphicstablets,plotters,printers, and discs.The
digital modules in the display group translatevector endpoints and ASCII data into the individual picture elements
(pixels) and manage the refreshing of the display. The
sweep and monitor system converts the digital signals into
visual information on the color CRT.
Software Architecture
Reflecting the modularity of the hardware, the HP 2200
functions are distributed among the maincode firmware
and the firmware for the channels. The maincode firmware
resides in topplane ROM and in local ROM on the main
processorboard. It interprets keyboard, datacom, and tablet
input and controls the transfer of information between devices. Channel firmware resides in local ROM on each
channel module. Each channel also has its own local RAM
for internal data structures. Channels generally respond to
requestsspecifiedby the maincodein sharedmemory data
structurescalled channelprograms.The channelis responsiblefor translatingthe high-level requestinto the sequence
of low-level operationsnecessaryto control the device.This
high-level interfacefacilitatesa high degreeof parallelism
which contributes to the performanceof the HP 2200.

fer operation is relieved of the burden of managing the
details of the transfer. The channel that initiates these operations is called the master controller. An alternative implementation for a controller is the dumb slave, which
supports only direct communication with the master controller. This implementation is used when the complexity
of the interaction with the master controller is low, obviating the need to passlarge amounts of data or control information to perform a single operation. The advantage of the
dumb slave implementation is that it requires less hardware
than a channel becausethe bus arbitration logic is not
required.

Maincode Organization
The maincode firmware is organized into four major
modules (seeFig. 3): the alpha subsystem,the file subsystem, the I/O subsystem,and the graphics subsystem.The
alpha subsystemcontrols the alphanumeric personality of
the terminal. It consists of the main loop, the escapesequenceinterpreter(ESI),the alpha personalitymodule, and
low-level deviceroutines.The main loop polls the terminal
input devices(e.g.,keyboard,datacom,etc.)and dispatches
the data to the ESI,the file subsystem,the graphics subsystem, or a datacom output port. The ESI collects characters
within an escapesequenceand dispatchesthe escapesequenceto the file subsystem,graphics subsystem,or alpha
personality module for execution.The ESI also dispatches
characters that are not part of an escape sequence to the
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System
Sharcd Memory
MPU's Private Memory (Topplane)

UO Group
Display Group
Graphics Bus

Bus (PlB)
Processor-lndependent
Fig.2. The HP 2700 has a multiprocessorarchitecture based on a processor-lndependent bus
Hardware modules can be divided into three groups.

alpha personality module. The alpha personality module
provides routines to control alpha windows and softkeys
function keys)and to provide for configurafscreen-labeled
tion options.
The file subsystemprovides user-friendly accessto HP
2700 peripherals by interpreting commands that are
specified in the command window and in device-control
escapesequences.It also managesthe loading of RAMbased applications and intrinsics. The UO subsystemdispatches the channel programs, which are used to communicate with the channels. It allocatescontrol and data

Command window Input

blocks in sharedmemory, sendsthe channelprogram to the
channel, and interprets the completion interrupt from the
channel. The I/O subsystem supports parallel I/O operations, permitting concurrent accessto severalchannels as
well asmultibuffered transfersbetweenthe maincodeand a
channel.
The graphics subsystem performs all of the graphics
functions of the HP 2700.It managesthe graphicsviewports
and performs the necessaryobject transformations invoked
through the graphics keys, escapesequences,and tablet
input. The graphics subsystemmaintains objectand vector
Tablet
Graphics Input Device
Graphics Text Mode

Alpha Subsystem

Graphlcs
Subeystem
UO
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Polled l/O

Fig.S. Maincode firmware in the
HP 2700 is organized into four
majormodules,i.e.,thealpha,file,
llO, and graphics subsystems.

A System for Creating Graphics
Presentations
The H P 2700 Model65 Presentation
GraphicsWorkstationprovides the user with anHP 2700,256Kbytesof programmemory,
224K bytesof vectormemory,double-bufferedgraphicsmemory,
dual flexibledisc drives,a graphicstablet,the two applications
software packages AUTOPLOT/27OO
and PATNTBRUSH/2700,
and the PRESENTATION/27OO
utititypackage.

integrationof the componentsof the system, Both AUTOPLOT
and PAINTBRUSH
are integrated
withthe outsideworldand with
each other.The output of one can become the inputof the other
and vice versa.
PAINTBRUSH
can take singleand multiplechartsas input.
Each portionof a chart can becomea separateobject which can
be scaled, rotated,moved, and copied singlyor as a group. The
Graphics Presentation Software
chartframe,background,
axes,tics,labels,titles,annotations,
pie
Sincea graphics presentationsystemis used by nonprogramsections,bars, and scattergrammarkerscan all become sepamers,atmust be both friendlyand interactive.
In PAINTBRUSH rate objects that can be manipulated.Text can be added or
and AUTOPLOT,
usersinvokeoperationsby selectingicon-like modified.A chart can be customizedby replacingportionsof the
objects in a menu, insteadof typing commandsat the keyboard.
chartwith a picture,and a singlechartcan be manipulated
as a
Thisallowsusersto relyon their recognitionmemory;they are not
group.
requiredto memorrzecommand names.To increaseuser confiAUTOPLOTcan also accept PAINTBRUSH
picturesas input
dence, anstructlonal
messages,quick system response,and inand add chartsintoa picture.The PAINTBRUSH
picturecannot
formationdata in the menugive the user immediate,reassuring be modified in AUTOPLOT,
butit can be addedto. Forexampre,a
feedback,and defaultsare providedwhereverpossible.In addibackgroundpjcturecan be createdin PAINTBRUSH
and then
tion, AUTOPLOTprovideshelp messagesfor explanationsof all
chartscan be added to it in AUTOPLOT.
functions.
AUTOPLOTworks well with host applications.Data generated
AUTOPLOTprovrdesa user with the abllityto transformdata
by a host program can be used as input data for AUTOPLOT.
into pictures.This applicationprovidespie, bar, linear,log, and
AUTOPLOTcan work in remotemodeand acceptdatafroma host.
scattergramcharts,and meansfor combiningseveralcharts toThis allowsAUTOPLOTto be a local postprocessorto hostdata.
getherin a singlepicture.
For example,a chartcan be easilyproducedfrom cunentdata by
Genericchartscan be customizedby changingcolors,placesendinga reportfrom INFORM/3000
directtyto AUTOPLOT/3OOO
ment,area patterns,and axes of differentportionsof the charts.
insteadof the terminalscreen.
Annotationcan also be added to charts. For monthly reports,
PAINTBRUSH
can be integrated
withotherapplications
in sevwhere the data changes but the formatof the charts remainsthe
eralways. Picturescreatedby PAINTBRUSH
can be used in both
same,onlya datafileneedsto be changedfor automaticgeneralocal and remoteapplications.ln a processcontrolenvironment,
tion of the new report.
the processcontrolpictures(i.e.,tanks,valves,fluid levels)can
PAINTBRUSHprovidesa user with picture and ob.iectlibrary
be createdusingPAINTBRUSH
and then manipulated
by a host
creation,picturemanipulation
and merging,and completeannoprogramthat controlsthe process.
tationability.Using a graphics tablet, a user can draw pictures
PAINTBRUSH
can also act as a postprocessorfor other applifreehandor use drawingaids such as circles,arcs,rectangles, cations.Picturesmade by other applicationscan be customized
curves,and grids.
in the same mannerthat PAINTBRUSH
can customizeAUTOOnce a pictureis created,objectsor groups of objects can be
PLOTcharts. For example, DSG/3000charts can be modified,
scaled, rotated,moved, copied, or deleted.Annotationcan be
combined,or annotatedin PAINTBRUSH.
added to both new and existingpictures,and other picturescan
be merged with an existingpicture.
-John Alburger
-Diane Rodriguez
Software Integration
The real power of a presentationgraphics system is in the

lists in sharedmemory and, through the rasterI/O module,
reads the raster memory when a raster dump is performed
through the file subsystem.
Interprocessor Comm un ication
Three methods of communication are used to exchange
information between the maincode and controllers: direct
PIB commands,programmedI/O, and polled I/O.Direct PIB
commandsare I/O-mappedinstructions which can be used
to transmit up to 16 bits of datato a controller. This method
of communication requires a minimum of overheadand is
used when little or no exchangeof information is neededto
perform the operation. Although this is a relatively lowlevel form of communication, it can permit two processorintensive operations to be.performed concurrently (e.g.,

vector drawing by the graphics controller and object transformation by the graphics subsystem).
ProgrammedI/O communication usesa channelprogram
which is initiated by a PIB command (start program). A
channel program consists of a channel control block for
transmitting I/O control and status information, a sequence
of channel instructions, and one or more data buffers used
in the interchange. Each channel instruction specifies a
very high-level operation (e.g.,read N sectors starting at
addressS).The channelreadseachchannelinstruction and
translatesthe operation into a sequenceof device-dependent commands (e.g.,seektrack, transfer sector S, transfer
sectorS+ 1, seeknext track, etc.).Multibuffering techniques
are used to overlap channel I/O with the processing of the
data by the maincode.
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ROM/RAM Intrinsics Strategy
The HP2700 terminalmaincodefirmwareoccupies38 8K-byte
ROMSfor a total of 304K bytes.To protectthis substantialinvestment,a strategyof dividingthe maincodeintointrinsicf unctionsis
used to achievefirmwareflexibilityand extensibilityin the followingways.First,it shouldbe possibleto makeslightchangesin one
ROMwithouthavingto replaceany other ROMs.Second,appropriate mechanismsshould be in place so that additions and
changes can be implementedby adding ROMswith new code.
Lastly,it should be possibleto load systemcode Jromdisc into
topplaneRAM,therebyprovidinga meansto alter the terminal's
capabilitieson a temporarybasis.
To achievethese aims. the HP 2700 ROMs are modular and
relocatable.Each ROM containsonly complete,relocatableassembly(or compilation)units,combinedintoone virtualassembly
unit.Furthermore,each ROM containsthe necessaryinformation
to link its code to the rest of the maincode,once the terminalis
poweredup and the locationsof the ROMsare determined.Linkroutinein the MPU board's
ing is done by the systeminitialization
system startup ROM.
The linkageinformationof each ROM (see Fig. 1) consistsof:
r An inventoryof its global proceduresor intrinsics,the procedures containedin the ROMthat are callabletrom the outside

I

\ Program

-J"oo"
) e.pty

I ert"rn"t

\ Intrinsics
f Transfer
LinkaSes
J

Globals
lnventory ot
Intrinsics
Defined in
this ROM

ROMPattern
Flg. 1. HP 2700 ROMs are modular and relocatable. Each
ROM contains information to link its code to the rest of the
maincode'

Polled I/O communication uses a shared memory data
structure to transfer data and control information between
the maincode and a channel. The maincode uses a channel
program to transmit the location of the poll buffer to a
channel and to initiate the polling mechanism. Poll buffers
are unidirectional; that is, one processorfills the buffer, and
the other processorremoves the data, As with programmed
VO, double buffering facilitates the overlapping of inpuU
output and data processing. This type of communication is
used for relatively slow, asynchronous events such as tablet
input and datacom input and output.
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SystemIntrinsicsTable
(LocalRAM)
Fig.2. Each intrinsicis identified by an integer. The system
intrinsics table contains the addresses of the inttinsics.
r A set of transferlinkagesfor the externalcallswithinthe ROMto
intrinsicproceduresoutsidethe ROM,
Each intrinsicin the system is identifiedby a unique integer,
which indexesto an entryin the systemintrinsicstable containing
the intrinsic'sabsoluteaddress(see Fig.2). Thistable residesin a
reservedarea of the local MPU-boardRAM.To linkthe maincode
routinefills in the systemintrinsics
ROMs,the systeminitialization
table, calculatingthe entriesby traversingthe globals inventory
list in each ROM while taking into account the ROM's starting
address. This action binds all the ROMs' externaltransfer linkages, which are merely indirectjumps through the appropriate
entriesin the system intrinsicstable.
ROMs are linked in order of ascending address. Therefore,
ROMs at higher addresses may redefine intrinsicspreviously
defingd by lower-addressedROMs.This mechanismallowsnew
ROMsto replaceintrinsicproceduresin alreadyexistingROMs,
so code can be modified or added. Each intrinsicprovides a
potentialaccess point into the maincodefor makingchangesor
upgrades.Therefore,in addition to the proceduresneeded for
linking ROMs, the system intrinsic procedures include many
strategicallysignificantproceduressuch as device drivers,plus
some stub procedurescalled from key points in the code.
ROM imagescan also be loadedfrom disc intotopplaneRAM,
and then linkedintothe systemfollowingthe physicalROM.In this
way, special capabilitiesor personalitiescan be activatedon a
temporarybasis (see "Disc Utility,"page 23). RAM-basedsystem
code is also very useful for developmentpurposes. For instance,
the internationallanguagecapabilitiesof the HP 2700 were developed in RAM afterthe rest of the maincodewas alreadycommittedto ROM.

Extensibility
The HP 2700 software is designed to facilitate future
enhancements of the workstation's feature set. All ROMs
containing the maincode firmware are linked through a
RAM-based vector table, which is constructed dynamically
after power is turned on (see "ROM/RAM Instrinsics
Sbategy," above). Thus, an inbinsic function can be replaced by providing a new enby point with the samename
in a different ROM. Similarly, RAM-based intrinsics
(routines) can be loaded into topplane RAM and linked into
the vector table. This provides a convenient method for

altering the terminal's personality and for adding restricted
capabilities (see"Command Window," page 23).
The HP 2700 also supportsRAM-basedprograms,which
can be loaded into topplane RAM from a disc file. These
programs provide local application capability for the HP
27OO.The intrinsic organizationof the maincode firmware
permits a program to emulate normal terminal functions
while providing specializedapplication support.
Because of the functional modularity of the firmware,
new devices can be supported by replacing the ROM on
individual channels with no or minimal changes to the
maincode firmware. Additionally, each channel contains a
limited amount of local RAM into which firmware extensions can be downloaded. This feature is used in the test
strategyfor theHP 27O0.Downloaded softwarecan provide
lower-level accessto the channel features.Thus, the full

capabilities of the complex channels can be tested, and
carefully constructed diagnostics can pinpoint problems
during production as well as in the field.
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DesigningSoftwarefor High-Performance
Graphics
by Robert R. Burns and DaleA. Luck
MAIOR CHALLENGEin the developmentof the HP
2700Color GraphicsWorkstationwas to provide the
new and enhanced graphics features that earn the
HP 27OOits appellation "high-performance" while maintaining compatibility with other HP graphicsterminals.All
HP terminals, including the HP 27OO,rcceive graphics
commands from a host computer via escape sequences.
Thesecommandsand the HP 27OO'sdefault conditions are
designedto allow a host application written for other members of HP's graphicsterminal family to run on the HP ZZOO
with little or no modification.
Like all of HP's graphics terminals, the HP 2700 uses
rastertechnology.The display is composedof 199,680picture elements,called pixels, artangedin a rectangularmatrix 512 pixels wide and 390 pixels high. The color memory
associatedwith each pixel is four bits deep, and thus contains one of 16 values. On HP's black and white terminals,
pixels are only one bit deep, and representeither black or
white, depending on whether the pixel value is 0 or 1,
respectively.On the HP 27OO,one of 16 colors is displayed
for eachpixel value.Thesecolorsare determinedby using a
color lookup table, or color map, with 16 entries.For example, a pixel with the value 5 displays the color associated
with entry 5 in the color map. The color map value for each
entry is a 12-bit number, so there are 4096 possible color
choices.Each 12-bit entry is composedof four bits each of
the red, green, and blue components of the color. These
four-bit componentvalues are convertedto one of 16 levels
for the red, green,and blue CRT electronguns, as described

in the article on page 18.
The host and user interfaces to the color map have been
designed so that the user doesn't have to know these
hardwaredetails. Multiple color palettes,up to 2b6, can be
defined to allow one-stepchangesof the entire paletteof 16
colors in the color map. Color is specifiedusing one of two
colormodels:red, green,and blue (RGB),or hue, saturation,
and lightness (HSL). These two color models are standard

Fig. 1. Ihe GOLORkey brings up this softkey and menudriven environmentand displays a graphic representationof
three slide barsthat can be used to selectand alter colors.The
slide bars controlthe hue, saturation,and lightnessof the color
ar the red, green, and blue content of the color.
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for HP color graphics displays.l The RGBcolor model most
closely describesthe hardware implementation. The HSL
color model simplifies color specification by making it
more intuitive-hue is the color, saturation is how drab or
colorful it is, and lightness is how non-black the color is.
A user can interactively changethe color map, and thus
the colors in the picture, with the COLORkey. This key
brings up the screen-labeled function keys and menu
shown in Fig. 1. The picture is scaledand displayed in the
upper left corner, the cunent 16 colors are displayed as
boxes in the right margin, and the current value of the
selectedcolor (the color highlighted with the enlargedbox)
is graphically representedin the slide bars along the bottom. The selectedcolor is changedusing the thumbwheels
to highlight successiveboxes in the color menu. Different
components of the selectedcolor are modified using the
thumbwheelsto manipulate the slide bars,which represent
components in either the RGB or HSL color model. The
function keys are used to specify what color component is
to be changed.

Vectors are defined in virtual space, and then moved to
display space.This processis called viewing. Viewing requires two pieces of information: what part of the virtual
spaceto get the vectorsfrom (the window), and what part of
the screento place the vectors in (the viewport). The HP
2 700 can maintain more than one of thesewindow/viewport
relations. Each is known as a view. One can specify the
background color of each view as well as the color of a
border that outlines the viewport. At any time there is only
one activeview. It is only through this view that vectorscan
be redrawn or changed.
An interactive user interface for the view features is provided by the graphics keypad. The FULLVIEWkey sets the
active window to -r16K, the entire virtual space. Hitting
FULLVIEWagain returns the window to its original setting.
The WINDOWkey puts up a box cursor. By moving the box
and varying the size of the box the user describes a new
window. The ZOOMkey also usesthe thumbwheels to vary
the mapping of the window to the viewport by changing the
dimensionsof the window equally on both sidesso that the
window grows or shrinks around the center of the window
and the viewport. The PANkey moves the window around
while keeping it the samesize. The G AIDS(graphicsaids)
key sets up some function keys that can be used to get
information about the current view and change its values by
means of the keyboard.

Local Vector List
The vector list is the significant feature that separatesthe
HP 27OOfrom all other HP graphics terminals. The HP
2647148and the HP 2623127Terminals store the graphics
picfure only in the rastermemory. The HP 2700 storesthe
picture not only in its rastermemory, but also in a separate
list of graphicscommands.When the user tells the HP 27oo
Polygon Area Fill
to draw a vector, it draws the vector into raster memory and
Local polygonal area fill is one of the HP 2700's major
storesa copy of the commandto draw the vector in its vector
additions to the graphicsfeature set of HP terminals. Polylist memory. The screen is capable of displaying vectors
gonal areafill is the shading in of a polygonal area on the
that have (x,y) coordinatesin the range of (0,0)to (511,389),
screenwith a color or pattern. In the HP 27O0,a boundary
but the vector list can store vectors in the range of
color can be specified and turned on or offfor any edge of
( - 1 6 3 8 3 , - 1 6 3 8 3 ) t o ( + 1 6 3 8 3 , + 1 6 3 8 3 )A. l o n g w i t h t h e
the polygon. Up to two other colors can be specified for
vectors,the vector list containsotherprimitives that choose interior fill. All the HP 2700 drawing modesare supported.
pens, drawing modes,patterns,text, and areafill specifica- Predefined area fill patterns are provided that match fill
tions. Vectors drawn while interpreting escapesequences patterns of the DSG/3000software package.
proceed at a maximum rate of about 150 vectors/second,
As an exampleof the savingsachievedby using local area
whereas vectors drawn from the vector list are drawn at up
fill, consider a 60-sidedcircle of radius 1.00with the center
to 5100 vectors/second.This factor-of-30improvement and
at (100,100).The total number of horizontal vectorsneeded
to fill this area is 200 (the diameter). Since these are all
the new highJevel graphics featuresmake highly interactive and user-friendly graphics application programs easy contiguousvectors,eachvectorrequiresa move and a draw
and takesabout 12 charactersto specify,for about 2400total
to write,
characters.Using polygonal area fill, only the 60 exterior
The HP 2 700cairmaintain more than one vector list. Each
vectorsarerequiredto describethe circle. Sincetheseareall
vector list is given a unique ASCII name.
contiguousvectors,the number of points is also 60, so only
The power of local transformations is a very useful fealevel
of
provides
with
a
second
six characters are required per vector. The total number of
The
HP
27OO
this
ture.
characterssent from the host computer is 360. This reprepicture structure, called objects,which are also identified
sentsan 85% reduction in the number of characterstranswith ASCII names. Objects make it possible to perform
mitted and a 500%improvement in the time it takesto draw
rotation, translation, and scaling on the vector list. The
the circle.
object is a separateentity and may reference any one of the
vector lists in the terminal. A vector list, HOUSE,that describesa housemay be usedby objectsHOUSEIand HOUSEz Double-Buffered Graphics Memory
A minimally configured HP 2 700 has one set of four raster
to place two different-sizedhousesat different parts of the
planes. This is where the pixels are stored to create the
picture. The order in which these objectsare redrawn may
16-color display. When a second set of raster memories is
also be specified so that it is possibleto place an object on
installed in the terminal, the user may use double-buffered
top of another and make objectsinvisible.
redraws.The HP 2700will coordinateredrawsof the changWhen drawing pictures the HP 2700 plots all the vector
ing picture with alternating graphics raster memories to
putting
vectors
the
lists on an internal virtual spacebefore
on the screen.The virtual space is an imaginary square achievehidden refreshes.This givesthe user a lessdistracte x t e n d i n gf r o m ( - 1 6 3 8 3 , - 1 6 3 8 3 ) t o ( + 1 6 3 8 3 ,+ 1 6 3 8 3 ) . ing update of the picture to work with,
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Pick
Local storage of the vector lists provides performance
benefits not only in display operations, but in user/host
interaction as well. The keyboard'sintegral thumbwheels
or the optional datatablet can be usedto position the graphics
cursor over any part of the display. The host computer can
inquire what structurein the picture is being pointed to and
the HP 2700canrespond.First, the user selectswhich of the
graphics cursor styles is to be used by pressing SHIFT
GRAPtIICSCURSOR,which cycles through the three different graphics cursor styles: short crosshair, long crosshair,
or box cursor. Next, the user positions the graphics cursor
over the item on the display to be picked. The host can then
inquire, perhaps after waiting for a keystroketo proceed,
what objectlies nearthe cursor.Nearnessis specifiedby the
box cursor's size,or a like-sized rectanglecenteredabout a
crosshair cursor. The host can distinguish selections not
only by object and vector list names,but also by numeric
tags,called pickIDs, applied by the host to primitives in the
picture.If the HP 2700'smemory containsan objectnearthe
cursor location, it can tell the host what objectname,vector
list name, and pick ID are associatedwith the item. Selection ambiguity betweentwo or more items within the pick
apertureis resolvedinfavor ofthe objectthat hasbeengiven
the highest detectability (an objectattribute) by the host. If
ambiguity still exists, the most visible item (i.e., the last
drawn) is reported.
This local pick capability can be exploited by a host in an
interactive environment by building menus with unique
pick IDs for each selection, creating an object with high
detectability out of them, and making visible eachmenu as
it becomesactive (invisible objectsare not pickable). The
host then prompts the user to position the cursor over the
desiredmenu selection,performsa pick, and identifies the
user's selection basedon the pick ID. This processallows
the host application to remain independent of the actual
menu layout, making customized user menus feasible.
Fonts and Labels
Another new graphicsfeatureof the HP 27OOis enhanced
flexibility for graphics text. This is achieved through the
use of vector characterdescriptionsand multiple character
fonts.The vector characterdescriptionscan include areafill
specifications,allowing the font designer to control the
apparent thickness ofthe characters.The characterfonts are
organized to allow full support of international character
fonts. A stick font paired with its international language
extension charactersis supplied in ROM. The remaining
seven character font pairs (or 14 fonts if international language extension characters are not requiredJ are userdefinable. The AUTOPLOTI?TOOsoftware (see page 31)
provides two additional fonts: Roman and areafilled bold.
The PAINTBRUSFI/2700
software (seepage 34) provides a
third additional smooth stick font.
The HP 2700 usesvector graphics characterdescriptions
to overcomethe limitations associatedwith raster characters. Raster characters can only be scaled by integer
amountsand rotatedby 9O-degree
increments,whereasvector characterscan be scaled, rotated, and italicized with
arbitrary coordinate transformations. This flexibility, and a
new text enhancementallowing control over intercharacter

spacing, allows exact placement of graphics text. The
AUTOPLOTI2TOOand, PAINTBRUSHI?TOO applications
takeadvantageoftheseenhancedgraphicstext capabilities,
producing good screenpreviews and excellent hard-copy
presentation material.
Hard Copy and Other Output
The HP 2TOOhasa variety of drivers for local hard copy.
Supportedhard-copy devicescome in two basictypes,vector and raster,and interfaceto the HP 2700 through one of
three ports: RS-232-C,HP-IB, and RGB video.
Rasterhard copy of the screencan be sentto HP printers
or non-HP color printers. Menu options allow flexible control over picture size, orientation, and content. The printer
driver can automatically generate eight-color, dithered
12S-color,halftoned, or black-and-whitepictures and output them to either RS-232-Cor HP-IB devices. Users can
also connect commercially available color camerasto the
optional external video interface for raster image hard copy.
Vector hard copy is generatedfrom the local vector lists
and can be sentto an HP plotter over either RS-232-Cor the
HP-IB. The HP-GL commands generated drive a variety of
HP plotters, from the A-size two-pen 747OAto the E-size
eight-pen 75854. The plotter driver takes advantageof the
HP 27OO's32K x 32K virtual space,and objectsdescribedin
this largevirtual spaceareplotted at high resolution,avoiding roundoff problems associatedwith the 512x390-pixel
raster display. The AUTOPLOTI?TOO
application package
can take advantage of the chart advance plot option of the
HP SB72TPlotter to produce unattended multiple plots.
This same capability is available to host applications, as
are all RS-232-Cand HP-IB printer and plotter hard-copy
options.
Not only can a host describea picture to the HP 2700,but
also the HP 27OOcan describe its current picture file, in
escapesequenceform, to a host,Thus, for the first time in an
HP graphics terminal, locally generatedgraphics,perhaps
as the result of a PAINTBRUSH/27O0or AUTOPLOTI2TOO
session,can be describedto another device in vector form.
This capability opens up new opportunities for localversus-hostpartitions of graphics work.
Vector List lmplementation
Each vector list consists of three parts. The first is the
vector list header.It containsall of the primitive valuesthat
were set at the time the first primitive was stored. This
includes items such asinitial pen position, pen color, drawing modes,text slant, etc. Thus vector lists do not change
values depending upon their order of drawing; the header
block setsup an initial environment for a vector list draw
that is identical to the environment in which the list was
initially created.The secondpart of the vector list is the list
itself, a serial streamof primitive graphicsinstructions.It is
broken up into blocks that are easily managed, about 2K
bytes per block. There are primitives that tell the vector list
parserto jump to the next primitive block or to stopparsing.
The third part of the vectorlist consistsof text blocks.These
are separatedfrom the vector list to make text editing easier
and independent of the other primitive attributes.
The first byte of each primitive in the vector list is an
index number that is used to look up the corresponding
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low-level handler to processthis primitive. The secondbyte
is the primary argument and is passedto the handler in a
data register. Any other arguments in the list for this primitive are taken from the list by the handler. After the primitive has been executed,control returns back to the vector
list parser,which then calls the next primitive handler.
The table that contains the address of the primitive handlers has room for new primitives to be added as needed.
Also, the table is soft-codedso that a completely new set of
primitive handling routines can be exchanged for the default set. This capability is used by the plotter driver.
Polygon Fill lmplementation
The arbitrary polygonal (includes islands) area fill algorithm is conceptually simple:
r Break the polygon into edges
r Sort the edges,top to bottom, by topmost vertex
r Starting at the topmost edge, step down scan lines,
generatingall edgesincrementally as they intersect the
current scan line
r For each scan line, sort all edges in left-to-right order,
then fill the scansegmentfor eachodd-evenpair starting
at the head of the list
r Stop when the bottom-mostvertex is reached.
The local transformationsdone by the HP 27OO(seebelow) transform the specified vector list area fill into a new
polygon. To do this efficiently, the fill is done in multiple
steps,
Step 1: Convertthe standardpolygon into a list of edgesfor
the untransformedpolygon. While doing this, accumulate
Fill Line
Remains
outslde

. P1:(x1,y1)
(xl -x2)

dx
.
srope=at=GT=ii

the logical AND of the clip-code* for all vertices.
Step 2: If this is a nonrotated transformation, check the
accumulatedclip-code. If it is nonzero then no portion of
the polygon will appearin the window so this polygon can
be thrown away.
Step 3: Traverse the edge list transforming all vertices to
display coordinates.Calculatethe slope of the edgesfor use
in determining scan line intersection during the actual fill
(seeFig. 2a),The edgelist must be preprocessedfor the fill
algorithm to work correctly. This is becausethe fill algorithm relies on the theory that any straight line going
through an arbitrary polygon will intersectthe polygon at
an even number of points. Basically, what goes in must
come back out. This theory has problems with edgesthat
have one or both of their vertices on the line passing
through the polygon. These are called special cases.
r Specialcasenumber 1: local maxima or minima (Fig. 2bJ,
A fill line that starts on the outside of a polygon and
encounters two lines that meet at a local maximum or
minimum remains on the outside of the polygon and the
fill generatesa vector one pixel long for this intersection.
A fill line that begins on the inside before encountering
the maximum remains on the inside as it leaves that
point. Fill lines can then be generatedon either side of
the point. The algorithm doesn't need any special work
here.
, Specialcasenumber 2: knees(Fig. 2c). A horizontal line
passingthrough the point of intersectionof a knee passes
'Clip-codeis a value returnedlrom a routinethat comparesa pointto the clip matrix.This
routineis an implementation
ol the 2D clippingalgorithmdescribedin reference2.

Flll Line
Remains
lnslde

Inside to
outslde

P2:(x2,y2)
(c)

(b)

(a)

Fill Line
Remains
Outside

Fill Line
Remains
lnside

'e2

'e3
(e)

(d)

Fig.2. (a) Basic polygon area fill algorithm. To get from P1 to P2 in (y1 -y2) downward steps
requires(xl -x2)l(y1 -y2) steps Ieft per downward step. lt P1 is (20,10) and P2 is (0,0) then tvvo
steps /eft must be taken for each step down. Special cases: (b) local maxima or minima, (c)
knees,(d) horizontaledges. (e) lf a horizontaledge is ignored, incompletearea fill may result. ln
this example, eithere1 or e3 will have been shortened, depending on the order of the vertices.lf
thiswere notdone, there would be three intersecfionson the scan line,which violatestheprimary
assumption.Assurne that e1 was shoftened and does not intersect the horizontal line. lf the
horizontalline is ignored, the fillwill startat the e2 intersectionand missthe left paft of that line.
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Outsideto
lnside

through two edges,but whether it is inside or outside of
t h e p o l y g o n c h a n g e s .D u r i n g t h e p r e p r o c e s sp a s s
through the edgelist one of the edgesis truncated so that
only one edge appearsat the intersection point.
: Specialcasenumber 3: horizontal edges(Fig. 2d). Horizontal edgesrequire special care during the fill process
and don't need to be worked on during this pass.However, they cannot be ignored since this may result
in incompletepolygon fills (Fig. 2e).If the horizontal line
in Fig. 2e is ignored, then half of the horizontal line will
not be filled in. The half not filled in dependson the way
the polygon was specified.
Two different algorithms are used for the top-to-bottom
sort of the edge list. If fewer than eight edgesexist in the
polygon, a simple insertion sort is done, If more than eight
edges exist and enough memory exists for a temporary
key-pointer table, then a quick sort is used. The quick sort
improves the speed of the fill substantiallyfor large polygons.
A simple bubble sort is used to sort the edgesfrom left to
right on the same scanline. This algorithm turns out to be
the most efficient for this application. In most casesthere is
no change in the order of edgesfrom one scan line to the
next. Bubble sort is fast at sorting a sorted list. If there are
changesthen they are either additions at the end of the list
or they are crisscrosses
of two adjacentedges.Bubble sort is
fast in these cases,too. Horizontal lines that appear in the
edgelist are arrangedin front of nonhorizontal lines if their
first x values are the same.
Intersectionsof scanlines are calculatedby incrementing
the last intersection value by the slope stored in the edge
information. To avoid accumulated roundoff the slope is
calculated to a precision of 16 fractional bits. Becauseimportant testsare done at the ends of edges,the last intersection point usesthe real value that was originally specified.
An edge list with nonhorizontal vectors is traversedin
the standardway: fill the line between successivepairs of
edges.Horizontal lines require specialtreatment.Horizontal lines that lie on or adjacentto each other are made into
single horizontal lines. All nonhorizontal lines that intersect in the range of the horizontal line affect the parity of the
first nonhorizontal line that appears after the horizontal
lines are drawn.
Becauseof the need to support all of the drawing modes
during areafill, this algorithm was designedto fill all the

dots in the area fill only once. The boundary capability is
provided by calculating the required dots on either side of
eachfill line. This results in somespeeddegradationwhen
filling boundariedpolygons.The ability to turn boundaries
on and offis useful for filling 2D polygons generatedfrom a
3D data base.
Cross-hatchedpolygonal fills of PAINTBRUSH and AUTOPLOT applicationsusethe sameareafill firmware in the
terminal but have a special interfaceto prerotatethe polygon before filling and then postrotating the resulting fill
vectors.
Font and Label lmplementation
A graphics label token in the vector list consists of the
token code, the number of charactersin the label, and a
pointer to a block containing the information needed to
display the label. This block consistsof a headerdescribing
the label attributes and transformation, followed by the
ASCII charactersin the label. Fonts are describedindependently of the labels that referencethem. There is a system
table containing the addressesof each of the 16 character
fonts. Also included in this table are flags indicating
whether the font is a ROM-based system font or a userdefined font, and if the font has beenredefined since it was
last used.The first flag protectssystemfonts from redefinition and deletion and the secondis used during label output, which is describedbelow. The systemtablefor a font is
nil (zero address)if the font is undefined, and points to a
95-entry table of 32-bit character-definitionoffsets if the
font is defined. (There are 95 graphic characters.)These
characterdefinition offsetsare nil (zero)if there is no correspondingcharacterdefinition, otherwisethey areaddress
offsetsto be added to the addressof the 9S-entrytable to
point to the characterdefinition. The first entry in this table
is associatedwith the first printable ASCII character, a
blank, and the last entry is associatedwith the tilde symbol.
Each character definition consists of a four-byte header
defining the lower left and upper right corners,followed by
a vector description of the characterin consecutive,onebyte, x and y components.All numbersare storedin excess
64 notation, with the most significant bit of the x byte
reservedto indicate that the coordinateis a move instead of
a draw. A zero x byte, whose value translatesto -64 in
excess64 notation and is thereforenever used as a coordinate value, indicatesthat the y byte is to be interpreted as a
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Fig.3. Matrixarithmeticis usedto
calculate HP 2700 viewing transformations. The final trcnsformation matrix resultsfrom combining
the obje ct transformations with the
viewing matrix.
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command.Valid commandsare "end characterdefinition,"
"start area fill," and "end area fill."
When the label token is processedduring a redraw operation, the length of the label is savedand the label block is
accessed.In the label block is the font number associated
with the label, and this is used to get an addressfor the
primary and extension fonts, The extension font has a font
number that is the higher of the paired fonts 1-2, 3-4, 5-6,...
For example, font g's extension font is 10, and font 10's
extensionfont is 10. Thesefonts may have nil addresses,in
which case default fonts are selected.Other setup operations before the output of the label include setting the line
style and area fill pattern to solid, ensuring that the correct
color is used, and locating the transformationmatrix in the
label block header. If the font flag shows that the font has
changed since the transformation and placement of the
label were savedin the label block header.the transformation matrix is recomputed,since a new justification factor
or scale might be neededas a result of the newly defined
characters.
Once setup has been done, all that remains is to step
through the ASCII charactersin the label block, index into
the font or extension font to get the vector definition, apply
the label transformation to the definition, and processthe
resulting coordinate as any other move or draw.
Transformations
The HP 27OO'slocal objectand viewing transformations
offload many calculations from the host onto the terminal.
The host not only has to do lessarithmetic, but also doesn't
have to do as much I/O to send the transformed vectors from
the host to the terminal. The local transformationsinclude
rotate, translate. scale. and transformation center. This
transformation center capability makes the specification of
how the object is to be placed, stretched, or spun more
intuitive. The viewing transformationsare applied along
with the object transformations to provide a complete set of
attributes for viewing any portion of the picture in a convenient viewing area of the screen.
Matrix arithmetic is used to calculate these transformations. The result of the object transformations combined
with the viewing matrix is shown in Fig. 3.
The first subtrabtion of the transformation center is not
included in the total matrix. Its inclusion would require a
larger dynamic range of the individual multipliers of the
new matrix than could be provided. The final work done
on each coordinate pair consists of the following two
computations:
xnew : (vectorx-centerx) Xm11
*(vectory-centery)xm12 +m13
ynew : (vectorx-centerx)xm21
* (vectory-centery) xm22 +m23
r vectorx/y is a 15-bit value.
r centerx/y is a 15-bit value.
r The subtraction of these two quantities yields a 16-bit
value.
t rlr77,m'1,2,m2
1.,and m22 are32-bit fl oating-pointvalues.
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r m13 and m23 are 48-bit fixed-point values, 32 bits of
integer and 16 bits of fraction,
r The 16x 32 bit multiplication yields a 48-bit product. All
partial sums are maintained to 48 bits of precision.
The aboveequationsrequire eight 16-bit multiplies, four
32-bit adds,four 16-bit adds, and eight shifts of 3z-bit data.
A 68000microprocessormay be powerful, but it isn't powerful enough to grind through these vectors at a very high
rate. Using averageinstruction timing on the B-MHz 68000
results in 100 microsecondsfor a basic transformation.The
need to check for overflow when transforming unclipped
vectorsadds in an extra 1.5microseconds.Someother overhead, such as bit shifting, moving data to temporary registers, etc.,brings the total time for a completetranformation
to about 150 microseconds.
The main loop that calls the transformation routine is
another150ps,It takescareof all of the drawing modes,line
types, and overflow conditions. The total time is about 300
g,sor a little more than 3000 vectors per second.
Since many vectors do not require all the sophisticated
calculations that are required for these transformations, the
processis optimized to do only what is required. The full
transformation processis a considerableamount of code
that can be broken down into somemodular pieces:a piece
that subtractsthe transformation center from the endpoints,
a piece that multiplies the endpoint by the upper value of
the multiplier, one that takescareof the lower 16 bits of the
multiplier, a piece to multiply by 1 or by 0, and pieces to
shift the resultsthe correctamount of times. In the simplest
cases,most of thesepiecesare not required. If the transformation centeris 0 why subtractit from the endpoint? If the
multiplier is 1 why do the multiply? With thesein mind, the
optimization is done by dynamically examining the final
transformation matrix, selecting the appropriate code from
a table of routines, and placing that code in high-speed
RAM. This results in the building of a routine that is highly
optimized for the particular transformation the vectors will
be going through.
A particular transformationis constantfor the processing
of an entire object and vector list. For each object,the HP
2700 computes a new transformation matrix, which includes the objectas well as the view transformations.Then
it builds the required transformation routine. This
technique nearly doubles the speedfor simple transformation matrices.There is also someimprovement in speedfor
vectors going through complex transformations because
the code can use immediate data instead of variablesthat
require extra memory accessesto retrieve.
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Logic Designfor a GraphicsSubsystem
by GraigW. Diserens,CurtisL. Dowdy,and WilliamR. Taylor
MAIOR CONTRIBUTIONof the HP 27OOto graphics
users is its responsetime to draw and redraw complex pictures on the CRT. Under best-caseconditions, redrawsfrom the local vector list can approacha rate
of 40,000vectorsper second.Fastresponsetime is achieved
by distributing raster graphics drawing tasks to hardware
optimized for this purpose.
The hardware pipeline that presents graphics information to the HP 27OOcolor monitor is shown in Fig. 1. This
pipeline consistsof threeplug-in hardwaremodules known
as the graphicscontroller, the graphicsimage memory, and
the color mapper. An additional path from the graphics
image memory to an external raster device such as a hardcopy camera or another display monitor is provided by a
fourth optional plug-in module called the external video
interface.
Graphics Gontroller
The graphics controller offloads vector drawing tasks
from the system MPU. The MPU passesthe (x,y) coordinates for the vector endpoints to the graphics controller,
which then calculateswhich dots on the display to use to
achieve the best approximation of a straight line. This allows the MPU to spend more of its time doing higher-level
graphics functions such as scaling, rotating, and translating. The graphics controller also controls the graphics
image memory and performs the function of scanning the
image memory to output pixel data to the color mapper.
A block diagram of the graphics controller is included in
Fig. 2. The major functional blocks are the processorindependent bus (PIB) interface,the vector processor,the
raster-scanlogic, and memory control.
The vector processoris the highest-levelfunctional block
within the graphics controller. It is a dedicated processor
designed specifically for raster graphics operations.Its instruction set offers the ability to draw patterned and nonpatterned color vectors,storeand recall vector parameters,fill
blocks of memory with a color, write and read individual

r

pixels, write and read segmentsof raster planes, and test
processorfu nctionality.
As can be seen in its block diagram, Fig. 3, the vector
processor is implemented with hardware from the 2901
bit-slice family. The processorarchitectureis defined by the
microcoded control program found in the microcontrol
store. The control program consists of 512 32-bit control
words, grouped into microroutines corresponding to the
graphics controller command set. Each individual bit of a
control word is linked directly to a controlling function on
one of the major logic deviceswithinthe processorsection.
A microroutine is invoked by writing an addressto the
command register. This register is connected directly to
five PIB addresslines and appearsto the MPU as a set of 32
Iocationswithin the PIB addressspace.The addresswritten
to the command register is then passedby the 2911,\ Sequencerupon completion of the current microroutine to the
microcontrol store,where a jump table maps the command
addressto a particular microroutine.
The control and statuspipeline registersshown in Fig. 3
allow controlling operationsand processingoperationsto
occur simultaneously,so that a control instruction may be
processedwhile the next instruction is being fetched.This
allows control instructions to be executed in continuous
B.B-MHzcycles.
In the processorsection,the 1z-bit 2go'l.AArithmetic and
Logic Unit is assistedin vector drawing functions by a setof
externalregistersand counters.Instead of placing the data
most used when drawing vectorsin the registersinternal to
the 29014, where multiple cycles would have to be executed to make this data available,vector data is placed in
external devices.This speedsvector drawing so that in the
best case,a pixel can be drawn with each image memory
cycle (2.2 MHz).
The raster-scanaddresslogic, shown in Fig. 2, is responsible for keeping track of the current position of the video
signal as it sweepsacrossthe CRT. It then addressesthe
image memory once every 16 pixels of video display time

HP 2700 Graphics Hardware Subsystem

&

m
Fig. 1. Graphics hardware architecture.
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Fig.2. Graphics hardware modules and functional blocks.

and instructsthe imagememory to load the next 16 pixels to
be displayed into the video output buffers of the graphics
memory.
Both the vector processor and the rastet-scanaddress
logic generateimagememory addressesin logical form (i.e.'
in logical two-dimensional spacewith (x,y) : (0,0)located
at the lower left-hand corner of the display). It is the job of
the memory control functional block to map logical image
memory addressesinto physical memory addressesand
generate the proper timing and control signals for the
graphics image memory.

Fig.3. Vector processor block diagram. Bit-slice hardware
from the 2901 family rs used.
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Graphics lmage Memory
The graphics image memory, whose functional block
diagram also appearsin Fig. 2, servesas the display buffer
for the graphicsimage.Addresslocationsareprovided for a
512x512-pixel display space with four bits per pixel.
(However,only 512 by 390 pixels are displayed on the HP
2700 CRT.)As an option, a secondgraphics image memory
plug-in module may be added to the system to provide
double-buffering capabilities and overlays. The organization of this hardware module provides fledbility in reading
and writing the raster image in the form of multiple
addressingmodes.The sequencingof row and column addressesis optimized to allow raster scanningto refreshthe
dynamic memory, thus allowing more bandwidthfor vector
plotting while the display is being refreshed.
The image memory array is composed of sixty-four
16Kx1 dynamic RAMs, which are organized so that the
array can be addressed in one of four ways. The various
addressingmodescan bestbe understoodby first looking at
the logical organization of the array, shown in Fig. 4, The
crosssectionat the top ofthe arrayrepresentsa 64-bit block,
one bit from each RAM, for any of the 16K addresses.Four
boundaries define the four types of addressingmodes. A
pixel is fqur bits deep into the array, and defines the color of
a dot on the display. A raster plane is a vertical slice composed of one bit from each pixel in the array, and a plane
segmentis afour-bit nibble from one memory plane.A word
is 16 bits making up four adjacentpixels. A video word is a
64-bit block composedof 16 adjacentpixels. The anay can
be accessedby individual pixel, by plane segment,by word,
or by video word.
Pixel accessis used by the vector processorwhen drawing vectors or when in pixel read or write mode. Plane
segment accessis used for raster dumping between the
image memory and mass storage and for supporting

monochrome hard-copy output. The external video interface uses word access to read four pixels at a time for
external raster output. Output to the color mapper is done
by video word so that the memory bandwidth is not consumed by the action of raster scanning.

Word 3

Word 2 Word 1 Word 0

Plane A
Plane B
Plane C
Plane O

ptanes

ColorMapper

/Z-4

The color mapper board provides graphics color mapping and image manipulation, alphanumeric color mapping, and a hardware graphics cursor for the HP 27 OO. Color
mapping greatly expands the user's choice of colors without increasing-the size and cost of the graphics image memory. In a color-mapped graphics system, the pixel dati in
the image memory does not define a color, but rather a code
used to select a color from a table.
As an example of color mapping, consider the following
table function:

['Pxe'so
o

0

Y

Pixel
Value
1
2

PrimaryColor
Red Green Blue

Corresponding
Color

3
4
O

gray
yellow
blue

A

0

J

3
O
4

Given a pixel value of 1 to 3, the result of the table function
is a color triple (Red, Green, Blue ) determined by the pixel
value. A pixel value of 3 selects a color triple corresponding
to a full bright blue. If each primary color (red, green, blue)
can have five intensity levels, there are 5x5x5:125
different combinations or colors. However, only three values
have lo be stored in the image memory.
If the map table is changed, then the color assignments
and the corresponding visual image are modified without
changing the image memory. A second map,
Pixel
Value

PrimaryColor
Red Green Blue

Corresponding
Color

1333gray
244Oyellow
3400red
changes everything that was blue with the first map into
red. Thus, in addition to presenting the user with a large
spectrum of possible colors, color mapping lends itself to
flexible and interactive changes in color.
The HP 2700 implementation has 16 values per graphics
pixel (4 bits), and t6 intensity levels for each primary color.
Consequently, the user has 16 x 1 6 x 1 6:4096 color choices,
with 16 colors available at a time. A high-speed 16-wordby-f z-bit memory operating at the graphics dot rate is used
as the lookup table. Changes of the map memory are synchronized with display blanking (off) intervals to avoid
visual flashes.
Alphanumeric color mapping follows the same basic notions, but is implemented slightly differently. Each character is assigned a color code whose value is used to select the
color definition for that character. The character matrix dots
that form a character, the foreground, may be assigned a
color using a (red, green, blue) representation. Similarly,
the background dots in a character cell are independently

@

Fig.4. Logical organization of the image memory arrcy.
assigned a color. There are 16 available foreground/
background pairs, with 64 color choices.
The HP 27OO can manipulate its two graphics images in
several ways. One way is double buffering, described in the
preceding article. This is effected using the color mapper
masldoverlay logic.
In overlay mode, one image can be superimposed on the
other and both images effectively displayed simultaneously. This allows dynamic objects in one memory to be
altered without redrawing the entire image. A potential
application might place a fixed pattern such as a menu or
map into one memory and move objects in the other. Overlay is implemented by displaying the background image
whenever the foreground pixels have a zero value.
The high speed of most of the color mapper posed some
interesting testing challenges. Test pattern registers are
placed at the video and control inputs, and the PIB interface
allows processors to read the final video outputs to the CRT
amplifiers. For functional testing, the maps are loaded with
predefined values, the board inputs varied, and the final
video output compared with the expected result. This test
method has proved very effective and economical in both
software and hardware (five additional ICs out of B1 totall.

ExternalVideo Interface
The external video interface (EVI) permits video devices
such as color display monitors and color graphics cameras
to be connected to the HP 27OO Terminal. The EVI is a
graphics-only interface; alphanumeric characters are not
displayed. In contrast with the noninterlaced internal dis-
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play of the HP 27OO,the EVI generates an interlaced output
suitable for lower-bandwidth devices. Because of its interlaced display, the EVI cannot simply tap the data stream
going to the internal display and convert it to appropriate
analog levels. It is an integral part of the graphics subsystem, and pixel data is accessed directly from graphics
memory, contending with the graphics controller for memory cycles. A state machine arbitrates the competition for
memory cycles, initiating an access to graphics memory
when the EVI needs data for its displav and the memory

cycle is not being used by the graphics controller for internal display refresh.Pixel data is buffered on the EVI in two
FIFO (first in, first out) memory arrayswhich are accessed
asynchronouslyas neededby the EVI display refreshlogic.
Data is passedto the color mapper on the EVI, which duplicates the functions of the main graphics color mapper.
Digital signalsarethen combinedwith video timing signals
and converted to an RGB video output conforming to a
subsetof the ElectronicsIndustrv Association[EIA) RS-170
standard.

A High-Resolution
ColorMonitor
by MarkHanlon,GeoffreyG. Moyer,and PaulG. Winninghoff
O GIVE THE USER a wide choice of colors for the
16 pens availablein the HP 27oo, the color monitor
is designed to produce 4096 pure colors. A deltagun CRT is used to display vivid, well converged colors
with sharp focus, very high contrast,and almost no reflections. A high-speeddigital-to-analogconverter(DAC) converts the digital information from the color mapper to the
fast-rise-time,large-voltage-swingsignals neededto drive
the cathodes of the CRT. Raster-scandeflection is used.
Electronic signals correct the nonlinearities in both horizontal and vertical directions, so that circles look like circles and are the samesize when they are moved from one
portion of the display to another. A new approachto con-

vergence circuitry eliminates the headachesof conventional television-type monitor alignment. A convenient,
simple-to-usecontrol panel aids the user in the quick convergenceprocedure.
To put 4096 different colors on the display, very sharp
focus and precise convergence are a must. These constraintscan only be met with the use of a delta-gunCRT,so
called becauseof the placementof an electron gun on each
vertex of a triangle. Each of the three guns is aimed at a
particular color phosphor dot on the screen, either red,
green, or blue. The dots are in triangular groups of three,
called triads,that are spacedlessthan a third of a millimeter
apart. These dots are so small that at a normal viewing

FrontPanel
B.ighlness
Control

MSB

Color Level
Input
LSB

Pedestal Generator

cursor H
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Fig. 1. Ihe video drive circuitry
provides 16 color levels to each
gun of the CRT and requires four
bits of information from the color
mapper. This diagram shows the
video driver for one color.

distancethe eye averagestheir effect and seesa pure color.
The video drive circuitry provides 1.6color levels to each
gun of the CRT, so four bits of information per color are sent
from the color mapper (seeFig. 1J.The cursoris extra-bright
white and information for it is sent on a separateline. The
DACs provide a set of voltagesto each cathodeto produce
colors that appear to be in uniform brightness steps.Spot
shapeis determinedin part by the rise and fall times of the
cathodes.For a crisp display, thesetimes must be kept to a
small percentageof the dot time.
A TTL line driver provides a simple, economicalsolution
to implement three high-speed, well matched DACs. Incoming data is coded negative true, so for the brightest
level, all four emitter resistorsare switched to ground, each
through a single section of an octal driver. The user has
accessto a front-panel control that varies the bias on e1,
thus varying the gain of the DACs. This changes the
amplitude of eachof the stepsin brightnesslevel and is thus
a contrast control. Separateinternal adjustments set the
cutoff levels of the three guns, so the user can reduce the
brightness level of full-bright colors without making the
darker colors too dim to see.Each of the DACs generatesa
large step in voltage (a pedestalJso that the black level (all
inputs high) is extra-black,making only a single internal
adjustment necessaryto control both brightness and spot
cutoff.
The video driver is in a rather precariousposition in the
monitor system.It sits betweenextensivedigital hardware,
most of which runs at TTL levels, and the CRT, in which

most of the potentials are measuredin kilovolts. It is likely
that the anodevoltage (+20 kV) will arc over to the lowerpotential cathodessooner or later in the life of any CRT.
Applying +20 kV to the output of a TTL gate,evenfor a few
microseconds,can severelylimit the useful life of the gate!
During a tube arc-over,the anodecapacitorformed by the
inside anode coating on the CRT and the conductive
(aquadag)ground on the outside of the CRT tries to dischargethrough the low-voltagegrids at the baseof the neck.
The rise time of the arc is on the order of a few tenths of a
microsecond,while the peakvoltagecan be the full 20 kV. A
very low-impedence, separateground path is provided to
the aquadag.To keep the return path of the arc-overcurrent
as short as possible,spark gaps to the anode return ground
are provided in the CRT socket. Still, more protection is
needed, since gaps can only reduce the voltage to a few
kilovolts. Eachofthe grids and cathodeshasits own protection schemebecauseeachoperatesat a different voltageand
frequency.Carefulattention is paid to the placementof the
arc-over devices relative to the CRT pin and the anode
return ground. Current-limiting resistors are also used to
limit the peak energy any circuit will be askedto absorbin
an arc-over.
Easy Convergence
For a properly designed, uniform deflection field, the
convergenceerror of a CRTis a geometryerror causedby the
difference between the radius of curvature of the CRT faceplate and the distance from the deflection plane to the

EMI Entanglements
Computersand their peripheraldevices, like many common
householdappliances,emit electromagnetic
(EMl).
interference
Ordinarilythese emissionspass aroundus, unnoticeduntilthe
televisionor radioshowwe are listeningto is interruptedby noisy
reception.Currentgovernmentstandardsaimedat limitingEMl,
as well as a desire to reduce unwanted interactionsbetween
computers,have promptedthe followingdesign goal for the Hp
2700: EMI suppressioncommensuratewith the many requirements of a powerfuldesktop peripheral.
EMI is generatedin computerproducts by the action of digital
gates.Whena gate switchesfrom a logicalhigh levelto a low level
repeatedly,
the possibility
of EMI is high.Fourieranalysisof logic
signalsshowsthatemissionis possibleat allf requencymultiples
of the pulse repetitionrate.The levelof disturbancediminishesat
higherf requencies,as determinedby the repetitionrate and rise
timeof the logicsignal.Theduty cycleof the signalmodifiesthls
diminishingtrend with a sinusoidalfunction.Fast gates typically
use appreciablecurrentsto switchquickly.TheserapidlychangIng currentsmust have a low-impedancereturnpath nearby or
EMIwilloccur.lt is interesting
to notethat,givena choiceof paths
to follow, returncurrentswill choose the one that producesthe
smallest emission.Even so, it is very difficult for a design to
provide"good" pathsfor everyone of the multitudeof traces,so
some EMI occurs.
A thin shield,such as conductivepaint,is an attractivemethod
of EMI suppression,but is only effectivein stopping EMI from
h i g h - i m p e d a n c e( l o w - c u r r e n th, i g h - v o l t a g es) o u r c e s .T h i c k

(metal)shieldingis effectiveagainstlow-frequency
emissions
from low-impedance
circuitsbut is an unattractive
solutionfor a
desktopunit.TheHP2700takesa thirdapproachto EMIsuppresground-plane
printedcircuitboardsto forma
sion,incorporating
returnpath networkthat preventsEMl. A ground-planeboard is
produced by laminatinga copper sheet between the ordinary
layersof circuittraces.The early commitmentto this mode of
manufacturealleviatedthe need for a heavy metal enclosure.
To test HP 2700 compliancewith emissionlimitsin all of the
many system configurations,differentcombinationsof devices
were placed at one end of a SO-yardmetalsurfaceand allowedto
perform worsfcase communications.The measuring receiver
was at the other end of the surface. At each frequency, the
disturbancelevel was measured,transcribed,and examinedto
ascertainpossible culprits. An appropriatenoise reduction
techniquewasthenapplied.rTheHP2700usesgrounding,isolation,and shieldingtechniquesto solve radiatedEMI problems.
Filteringand source suppressionmethods are used to reduce
conductedEMI on the powercord.
The HP 2700 EMI solutionpermitsmany peripheralsto be
attachedsimultaneously
withoutproducingsignificant
EMIwhile
allowing a plastic package to surround a generous amount of
processingpower.
-Geoff Moyer
Refercnce
1. H. Ott, Noise Reduction Teahniquesin Electronic Syslems, Wilev, 1976.
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centerofthe faceplate.This differencecan be expressedasa
power series that contains only even-order terms, the
high-order terms becoming very small very quickly. The
first two terms of this error expressed as a function of the
distance from the center of the faceplate are:

E:kr+kzDz

direction.
The faceplate is two-dimensional, so the total error is a
product of the error in the X direction and the error in the Y
direction:
E" : k" + kny' + k"xz * k6x2y2

(z)

(1)

where:
where k1 and k2 are constants, D is the distance from the
center of the faceplate, and E is the error term in one

ka : magnitude of the error of the entire screen
k6 : magnitude of the error on the top and bottom
kc = magnitude of the error on the left and right

HP 27OOPower Supply
The majordesign challengeof the HP 27OOpower supply was
packaging a large amount of power into a comparativelysmall
space.The 1Win3 powerdensityof the 450-wattoutputsupply is
over twice that of previousterminaldesigns,yet does not require
high levelsof forced air cooling.Effectivesystemprotectionand
diagnosticcapabilitiesare additionalfeaturesof the supply.
Becauseof limitedspace and cooling,power conversioneffeciency(poweroutput+ powerinput)is extremelyimportantin this
design.The overallsupplyarchitecture,
shownin Fig. 1, allows
mostof the poweroutputto be convertedf romac to dc in onlyone
active conversionstep. HighJrequency,high-voltageswitching
circuitsare used to convertthe incomingac line voltage into dc
output voltages.For +5V and +44V, the conversionprocess is

110-220V
5o/60 Hz
ac

+

+ lcuv
dc

+

+150V
25kHz
square wave ac

+

dc out

The remainingoutput voltages are generated with secondary
switchingand linear regulators.Using this supply organization,
the overallefficiencyis a high 78%. Whencomparedto a typical
70% efficientsupply, the HP 2700 supply eliminates65 watts of
heat dissioation.
Plotection and Diagnostic Capabllity
Extensivevoltageand currentprotectioncircuitsare included
110Vt220V
ac Input
+150vdc

-150vdc

4

oonn
(Bed)

Up
(Green)
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because of the high power levelssustainedby the supply. The
+5V, 40A output is capable of welding metal to the outputs.
Currentlimitingon all outputsand the high-voltageprimarye{fectively protectsthe supply from load (system)componentfailures
and short circuits. Protectionof the system is accomplishedby
overvoltageand undervoltagemonitoringof all outputs. lf any
voltage exceeds the nominalvoltage +10%, or is less than the
nominalvoltage-15%, the supply shutsdown all outputsand
remainsoff until the ac power is turned off and on again. The
overvoltageshutdowndelay is 100 pcs,while the undervoltage
delay is 0.7 second.
As a direct outgrowth of the voltage protection circuit implementation,diagnostic indicatorsand special test points are
availablefor servicingand repair.Two status lights,a green Up
and red Down,indicatethat all voltagesare eitherin toleranceor
have caused a shutdown.Consequently,it is not necessaryto
measureoutputvoltagesto know the supply is workingcorrectly.
The cause of a shutdowncan be deduced from the lightsduring
servicing.
The supply is partitionedonto two printed circuit boards.The
controlboard containsonly low-levelcircuitryand is well suitedto
automatedmanufacturingtechniques,whilethe mainboard uses
numerouslarge componentsand includesac line voltages.The
+5V, 40A currentsare run throughcopper bus bars and through
four printed circuit board layers.
-Craig Diserens

(y11^

Vertical Horizontal

Top Left
Top Bight
Bottom Left
Bottom Right

Flg. 2. Convergence circuit allows the user to adjust each coefficient of equation 3 fsee text).

k4 : magnitude of the error in the corners
x : horizontal distance from the center of the
faceplate
y : vertical distance from the center of the
faceplate
Ec : total convergenceemor.
In the ideal case,where the guns, deflection yoke, faceplate, and video information are all perfectly aligned, the k"
(dcJ term vanishes. In a real system, the dc term is present,
and indeed, the error on the left is not necessarily the same
as that on the right, the top and bottom errors are not the
same,and the coiners each have their own eruors.So. the
total error function becomes:
E" : kd" + (kt + kr)yz + (k1 + k")x2
+ (kn + k61i k6 + kb;Jy2x2

(3)

where t:top, b:bottom, l:left, and r:right.
The y2 term is a vertical rate parabola, the x2 term is a
horizontal rate parabola, and the y2x2 term is a product of
the two parabolas.In the HP 2700, convergencecorrection
is implemented by allowing the user to determine the values of each of the k terms by adjusting potentiometers that
are connectedto the appropiatecorrectionwaveforms(Fig.
2). The k4" term is a dc voltage level and corrects errors at
screen center. Each of the other correction signals is set to
zero at screen center so that only the k4" term affects the
screencenter. The horizontal rate parabola is already zero at
the vertical centerline. The same holds for the vertical

parabola along the horizontal centerline and the cross
product signal along both centerlines.The voltagesofall of
the pots for one color are multiplexed at the horizontal and
vertical rates and then summed, There is a pot for each of
the nine constants in equation 3 for each of the three colors,
red, green, and blue, for a total of twenty-sevenpots. The
pots are arrangedin groups of three, one for eachcolor, and
in a 3x3 grid that correspondswith the position of the
screenthat eachpot will adjust.When adjustedin order,the
controls are not dependent on each other becausethe signals are zero on the centerlines.Therefore,obtaining optimal convergenceis easy.
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TheGraphicsWorkstation
asan Extensible
ComputerTerminal
by EdwardTang,OtakarBlazek,ThomasK. Landgraf,PaulaH. Ng, and StephenP. Pacheco
I N ITS ROLE AS A COMPUTER TERMINAL, one of
I the key design objectivesfor the HP 2 700 Color Graphics
I Workstation was extensibility. This means it should be
easyto incorporatenew technologiesas they becomeavailable or to coincide with the changing needs of users.
In fulfilling the role of a terminal, the HP 2200 must
provide certain capabilities: an alphanumeric display,
keyboard input, data communications, and local device
control. Thesefunctions are provided by the intelligent I/O
controllers. The actions of the I/O controllers are coordinated by the main processor.The architecture,interface,
and softwareof the I/O controllers and main processorare
designednot only for extensibility,but alsofor compatibility with existing HP terminals.
Main Processor
The main processorconsistsof the main processingunit
(MPU) and the universal ROM and universal RAM boards.
The MPU is a single-boardcomputer featuringan MC6B000
microprocessor,32K bytes of RAM, and 96K bytes of ROM.
With the universal RAM and ROM boards,memory can be
expandedto BM bytes.Also included on the MPU boardis a
serial datacom port used for error diagnosis and in the
computer-aidedtest and tracking systemused in HP ZTOO
production (seearticle, page 25). The MPU controls all of
the I/O controllers, interprets all alphanumeric and
graphics commands, and coordinates the processing required to perform each command.
The universal RAM board can be configured for 64K,
128K,or 256K bytes of additional RAM, and the ROM board
can provide an additional 2s6K, 512K,or 1M bytesof ROM.
The amount of additional memory is determined by the
number and type of memory chips installed on the boards.

a) ffi@ffiffi
b.)

c.)

e.)

MPU Software
The main processorsoftwarecoordinatesall the activities
ofthe HP 2700.It provides all ofthe advancedgraphicsand
alphanumeric features in a manner compatible with existing HP terminals. This allows existing HP software (e.g.,
VPLUS/3000andDSG/3000)to operateonthe HP 2700with
no changes.Thus, a user can make immediate use of the Hp
2 700 with existing applications. Gradually, modifications
may be made to take advantageof the HP 2700's features.
For example,color enhancementscould be added to a form
to make it easierto distinguish the various fields.
As in existing HP terminals, configuration is performed
via menus. However, to accommodatethe modularity and
expandibility of the HP 27OO,ttreunderlying structure is
different.
In previous HP terminals, the number and types of configurable devicesare fixed. In the HP 27OO,thenumber and
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This flexibility improves manufacturing productivity.
Since only two types of boards have to be manufactured,
only two setsof manufacturingand testtooling arerequired
to yield six different board assemblies.
The memory boardscan be used in two ways by the MpU:
as local memory accessibleonly by the MPU, or as shared
memory accessibleby any intelligent board. The type of
connectionto the MPU determinesthe scopeof the memory
board. Memory boards connected to the MPU via the
topplane bus arelocal memories,while thoseconnectedvia
the backplaneonly aresharedmemories.Topplanememory
is used where high-speedmemory accessis required. The
terminal firmware and application RAM are accessedvia
the topplane. Backplanememory is used to communicate
with the I/O controllers and for storing noncritical data.
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Fig. 1. An example showing the
operation of the command window. (a) The top level of softkeys.
(b) The user has pressed COpyto
enter the keyword into the command window and display the next
level of softkeys.(c) The user now
presses ltines) and a message r's
displayed to tell the user what is
expected next. (d) After entering
the numeric parameter, L/NESis
the only keyword allowed. (e) The
user can continue adding to the
command by specifying source
and destination files or end the
command by pressrngRETURN,
/n
which case the default source file
is copied to the default destination
file.

types of devices are not limited. Also, the configuration
needs of future devices are not predictable. With this in
mind, a general-purpose,extensibleconfiguration subsystem was designed. The configuration data consists of a
menu descriptorand a menu datablock. The menu descriptor definesthe screenlayout, the type of each option field,
and the allowable values for each field. The menu data
block contains the current configuration values. The configuration data is stored in the I/O controllers, so when
controllers change,their configuration menus can change
accordingly.
When the user electsto configure a device,the configuration datais retrievedfrom the I/O controller that controlsthe
device. The configuration subsystemdisplays the menu as
specifiedwith the current valuesfrom the menu datablock.
User input is acceptedand edited according to the menu
descriptor.When the configuration is activatedby pressing
either the TEMPSAVEor SAVECONFIGsoftkeys,the updated
menu data is sent to the I/O controller. If SAVECoNFIGis
pressed,then the valuesare storedin nonvolatile RAM to be
savedwhen the HP 2700is turned off. This RAM is dynamically allocated and can grow and shrink as devices are
added and deleted. Nonvolatile RAM is organized by PIB
board identification number so that a board's configuration
is maintained regardlessof which PIB slot it is in.
Command Window
A user can accessdevicesby entering commandsinto the
HP 2700's DEVICECONTROLcommand window as on HP
2647terminals.Userscan transferdatato and from internal
devices,such as the flexible discs, alphanumeric display,
graphicsrasterdisplay, or graphicspicture file with a single
COPYcommand. Hard-copy output can be obtained on
printers, plotters, or other peripherals connected to the
or HP-IB IEEE 4BB)interfaces.
terminal via the RS-232-C,/V.24
The command window is also designedto minimize the
number of keystrokesrequired to enter a command and to
assist the user in composing syntactically correct commands without needing to refer to a manual. The resulting
user interface is similar to that of the HP 64000 Logic Development System.l'2Softkeylabelsassistthe user in composing the commands by displaying the next allowable
keywords or parametersfor the command line. The softkey
labels are updated on the screenwhenever a new word is
enteredinto the command line. A messagewindow is displayed above the command window whenever a help or
error messageneedsto be displayedfor the user fseeFig. 1).
The commandparserhas beenmade extensibleby taking
advantageof the ROM routine replacementcapability described in the box on page B. A dummy routine is called
whenever a syntax error is encounteredin parsing a command. The dummy routine simply returns the syntax error
status,which is reported to the user. This dummy routine
can be replaced with a routine that calls the command
parseragain with the samecommand, but with a different
syntax table so that new commands are accepted by the
parser.The statusreturned by this new routine would be the
status of the command just performed, or a syntax error
status if the command is still incorrect.

Disc Utility
The ability to expand the command set is used in implementing a disc patcherutility, which is included as part of
the terminal's servicekit for serviceengineers.This utility
is designedto patch discs that may have lost data through
long use or exposure.When the utility is loaded,the terminal recognizesnew commandsthat allow the user to access
individual disc sectorsto patch directories and bad disc
files.
The terminal's basecommand set allows users to access
only the recordsof the disc files, not any of the directory or
file information on the disc. Included in the disc utility
command setis the MODIFYcommand,which allows a user
to use the terminal's screenediting capability to alter one
sector of data. Also included are more general user comcommand which
mands, including an extendedCOMPARE
reports all of the miscomparesbetweentwo files, insteadof
stopping at the first miscompare (which is done in the
command in the basecommand set).Being able
COMPARE
to include this utility outside of the ROM code uses less
ROM spaceand limits accessto potentially harmful commands for users unfamilar with the disc format.
Intelligent Subsystems
Although the MPU dictates the functions to be performed, the intelligent I/O controllersdetermine how these
functions act on the devicesthey control. The controllers
also provide the input from the user or host to direct the
MPU's operation.Besidesoffloading the device-dependent
details of various I/O functions, the intelligent subsystems
enhancethe modularity and extensibility of the HP 2700.
Since the MPU does not have to deal with the devicedependent functions, I/O controllers can be enhanced or
replaced with minimal impact on the main terminal code.
There are currently five intelligent I/O controllers:
r Alphanumeric Video Controller (AVC)
r Keyboard/DatacomController (KBDC)
r Tablet Interface
r SharedPeripheral Controller (HP-IB)
r Minifloppy Controller (MFC).
All of these controllers have a similar hardware kernel,
consisting of a ZBOAmicroprocessor,on-board RAM, on-

Fig,2, An llO channel on the processor-independentbus
(PIB),
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board ROM, and a PIB interface.The amounts of RAM and
ROM are different on each controller. Each controller contains special hardwareto interface with the device it controls (seeFig. 2).
All the controllers also have a similar softwarekernel to
processPIB commands and channel programs.For example, the same channel program is used to download code
into eachcontroller for diagnosticpurposes.The download
feature is used during board burn-in in manufacturing.
Specializedsoftwareand commandsare used to accessthe
controller device.
Alphanumeric Video Controller
The AVC acts as the interfacebetweenthe MPU and the
alphanumericdisplay subsystem.The AVC usesa proprietary video controller chip (VCC)to produce a serial video
streamand raster timing signals.3The serial video stream
alongwith four charactercolor bits and a characterclock are
sent to the color mapper for color processing(seearticle,
page 15). The raster timing signals are sent to the display
monitor.
The AVC softwaretranslatesthe logical display structure
used by the MPU from shared memory into a structure
compatible with the alphanumeric video hardware. The
translated structure is stored in a local 32K-byte display
buffer.
In doing the translation,the AVC emulatescertain functions indicated by the MPU display structure.For example,
the VCC doesnot have half-bright enhancement.However,
the display feature set of the MPU includes the half-bright
enhancement.The AVC emulateshalf-bright by translating
the enhancementto a selectionof the yellow alphanumeric
color. Thus, all half-bright fields are displayed in yellow.
Another transformation is performed with the native languagecharacters.The characterROM on the AVC doesnot
containa separatenative languagecharacterset.The native
languagecharactersare stored in the control code spaceof
three alternate character sets. The AVC maps the native
languagecharactercodesused by the MPU into the appropriate charactersetand control code selectionto display the
proper character.
Both of thesetransformationsaretransparentto the MPU.
In the future, one could redesignthe alphanumericdisplay
subsystem with half-bright and true native language
charactersets.As long as the new subsystemconforms to
the current MPU-AVC interface, it could be substituted
with no change required in the MPU firmware.
Keyboard/DatacomController
The KBDC interfacesthe MPU with two datacom ports
and the keyboard.The KBDC also containsthe nonvolatile
RAM used to store terminal configuration data when the
terminal is turned off.
The KBDC supportsRS-232-C,RS-449,and RS-422connections on its datacomports. The KBDC handles all datacom protocol operations(i.e.,handshakes,baud rate selection, parity checking, etc.). The MPU does not have to be
concernedwith any of the details of host data communications. To implement a different datacomprotocol, only the
KBDC needsto be altered.
The KBDC and the external kevboardeach use a ZB mi-
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crocomputer to communicate with each other. The
keyboard's ZB microcomputer scans the keyboard. The
KBDC firmware performs all the mapping from keyboard
key translationto MPU key codes.The KBDC processesthe
conversion of keycodes according to the keyboard qualifiers (SHIFT,CAPSLOCK,and CONTROL
keys)and maps the
keys to conform to the configured native language. The
conversion and mapping are dictated by transform maps
downloaded into the KBDC from the MPU.
The keyboard also contains a graphics input device,
which consistsof two spinning thumbwheelsfor X-Y coordinatesand a pushbutton switch. The KBDC code converts
the thumbwheel motion into X-Y translation data for the
MPU. The sensitivity of the thumbwheelsis a configuration
option of the KBDC.
Tablet Interface
The graphics tablet provides an example of the extens!
bility designedinto the HP 27OO.Theinclusion of the tablet
came toward the end of the project as an alternative
graphicsinput deviceto the thumbwheels on the keyboard.
However, the modular and device-independentnature of
the PIB made the addition of the tablet straightforward.
The tablet interface connectsthe MPU and the graphics
tablet assembly.The tablet assembly consists of a platen
and a stylus.The stylus hasa switch at the end that emulates
the keyboard'sgraphics input device pushbutton. The tablet has three pushbutton switchesused to selectrelative or
absolutemode, cursor centering, and left or right-handed
mode. Pen position accuracyis 0.5 mm.
To the MPU, the tablet interface is transparent,that is,
there is no direct control of the tablet interfaceby the MPU
during normal terminal processing. The effects of the
relative/absoluteand left/right-handed selection switches
are local to the tablet interface,Pressingthese buttons affects only the manner in which the tablet interface interprets input from the tablet. Pressingthe center cursor button causesan absolutepositioning commandto the MPU to
centerthe cursor on the display. Stylus movement is translated by the tablet interfaceto thumbwheel input from the
keyboardand stylus switch input is translatedto a keyboard
graphics input device switch input. The input from the
tablet interface is placed into the same buffers as the
keyboard input, so the MPU cannot differentiate between
tablet and keyboard data.
Shared Peripheral Controller
The shared peripheral controller provides the interface
between the MPU and HP-IB devices. It allows HP-IB
printers, plotters, tablets, disc drives, and other HP-IB devices to be connected to the HP 27OO.The HP-IB board
provides a high-level, device-independentcommand accessto HP-IB devices.
At power-on,the HP-IBboardidentifies all HP-IBdevices
connectedto the HP 2700. This information is given to the
MPU. Each device is identified as a member of the printer,
plotter, tablet,or disc classof devices.The classdesignation
determineshow each device may be accessed.All devices
of a class are handled identicallv bv the MPU.

Minifloppy Controller
The minifloppy controller interfaces the MPU to two
5.25-inchflexible disc drives integral to the HP 27OO.The
discs are double-density and double-sided, and have a
capacityof z6+K bytesper formatted disc. The MPU accesses the discs just as it does other discs, and the same PIB
commands and channel programs are used.
Like the HP-IB board, the MFC handles all of the lowerlevel commandsrequired to control the flexible disc drives.
The MFC translatesthe MPU commandsto move the read/
write head to the appropriatesectorand track, executesthe
requestedI/O operation,and performsany error recovery,if
required.
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A Gomputer-Aided
Test and Tracking
System
by MichaelR. Perkins,SusanSnitzer,and CharlesW. Andrews
O HELP ENSUREthat the HP 27OOColor Graphics
Workstation would meet HP's high quality and reliability standards,special emphasis was placed on
its manufacture.During early developmentof the HP 27oO,
a laboratoryteam was assembledto develop a testing system that would enhancethe manufacturabilityand reliability of the HP 27oo seriesof products. This representeda
significant departurefrom standard product development
philosophy both in timing and in the quantity of resources
invested. Typically, this type of effort would have begun
much later in the developmentcycle and would have taken
place in the manufacturingenvironment. By beginning the
design and development earlier in the laboratory,the test
system team was able to influence the structure of the
product toward testability.
The test systemtests HP 2700 printed circuit assemblies
(PCAs).It provides quick sorting of functional and nonfunctional PCAs, PCA burn-in, terminal test, and a station for
technicians to reproduce failures that occur elsewherein
the system. The system also collects data and checks for
trends.This information can be fed back to the appropriate
group to help prevent recurrence of the failure in future
assemblies.
The test system is primarily a burn-in system, which
provides the opportunity to eliminate the product's weaknessesin the factory so they do not lead to failures after
delivery to customers.Burn-in is the processof applying
temperaturestressto an assemblyto causeweaknessesin
the assemblyto become failures.

Before this system was developed, burn-in was accomplished at the assembledterminal level. After top-level
assembly,terminals were placed in a temperaturechamber
where they were left unattended while performing their
internal self-tests.When any board in the terminal failed
and could not be repaired,a new board was substituted.At
this point, restarting the burn-in cycle for the complete
terminal might delay shipment, while continuing the old
cycle would log insufficient burn-in time on the newly
introduced assemblies.By doing board-level burn-in, the
new systemeliminatesthe needto burn in entire terminals,
which requires large temperature chambers and a large
inventory tied up on the manufacturing floor.
The HP 27OO's
architecturelends itself to solving most of
the unit-level burn-in problems. HP 27OOPCAs are tested
using only the HP 2 700'smain processingunit (MPU)to run
tests,memory for program storage,and a specialelectronic
tool (ET)PCA which communicateswith the host computer
and provides LEDs to display information for the operator.
This combination, connected through a backplane bus,
forms the basisof three of the test system'sfour test stations.
Each test station is connectedto the host computer, an HP
3000, whose primary task is data collection and distribution.
To storeand retrieve information for eachPCA, a unique
identification number is required.Quick and accurateidentification of each assemblyis facilitated by bar-codelabels
mounted on the PCAs. The information on each label is
displayed in both bar-codedand alphanumeric form. Bar-
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Fig. 1. HP 2700 manufacturing
processflow. After a printed circuit
assembly(PCA) is assembled,it
entersprelest, wherepower is first
applied and rudimenta{yfests are
performed. The PCAs enter the
test and tracking systematthe sort
station. Burned-in PCAs are kept
in line storesawaiting final assembly and test.
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code readersat each station are used to identify a PCA so
that datafor that assemblycan be accessedfrom the system
data base and the assembly can be tracked through the
manufacturing process.
Fig. 1 outlines the manufacturing process flow. From
pretest,PCAs enterthe test systemat the sort station where
functional assembliesare separatedfrom nonfunctional assemblies. Good PCAs proceed to the burn-in chamber
where they undergo 48 hours of continuous testing and
temperature cycling. After burn-in they are sent to line
stores,from which they are pulled to build terminals at the
final assemblyand test station. Failing PCAs from any station go to the tesUrepairstation where the operator can
interactively executeall test programs in the test system,
request looping on individual tests, and probe the PCA
while the tests are being performed. From this station the
operatoralso has accessto the PCA's history stored in the
data base,including what test failed and at what temperature. PCAsthat fail after terminal assemblyare replacedby
equivalent ones from line stores.Thus shipments are not
affected by having to restart burn-in.

Softwarelmplementation
Thetestsystemsoftwareconsistsof manyprocesses
that
need accessto PCA and statusinformation. All PCA data is
stored in a data base,while information such as test unit
status and chamber status is distributed throughout the
various programs.Therefore,central to the software structure is the concept of shared data and interprocesscommunication. The processinterconnect diagram, Fig. 2, depicts the software structure.
So that processescan communicate, each processhas a
command file associatedwith it. This sequential file is
organized as two circular queues,a normal queue and an
immediate queue. A file header is used to maintain the
pointers to the queues within a file (Fig. 3). A program
receivescommandsand data from other programsthrough
its own command file. To send a messageto another program, the sourceprogram simply places a messagein the
destination'scommandfile and updatesthe pointerswithin
that command file.
All databaseaccessesin the systemare performedusing
commandfiles through a program called the databaseman-
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Fig.3. lnternalstructureof a commandfile.
ager, which usesthe IMAGE/3000 software subsystem.The
primary function of the data basemanager.isto read and
write information in the data basefor the other programs in
the system.Multiple copies of this program can run simultaneously and accessthe data base concurrently. All test
system programs simply send the predefined commands
(Fig. +J to the manager and poll their command file for a
response.
To administer the data basemanager programs, there is a
program called the data base manager initiator. The initiator activates multiple copies of the manager program
and assignseachto a test program.Like all other programs,
the initiator has a command file associated with it. To
accessthe data base, all programs must request use of a
manager from the initiator. The initiator then assigns a
manager to that program based on current system load.
How Failures Are Detected
Data in the test system is collected at four locations: the
sort, chamber,final assemblyand test, and tesUrepairstations, A test unit monitor program running at each station
exercises all boards and reports failure results to the data
base, First, the monitor program requests all boards in the
test stationto identify themselves.If the identification does
not correspond with the one indicated in the data base,an
error messageis displayed on the ET LEDs. Second, a
downloading of all exhaustive test programs associated
with the current test station configuration is requested. As
the programs are downloaded, they are placed in the test
station's memorv,

Fig. 4, Structureof the board statusand backplanestatus
commands.
Boards in the test station are exercisedin sequentialorder. Intelligent PCAs perform four predefined self-tests
plus the downloaded exhaustive tests. If the PCA is not
intelligent, only the downloaded testsare performed. At the
end of each test, the monitor program checks the results. ff
there was a failure, an error messageis formatted, sent to the
data base,and displayed on the LEDs.
The console program monitors all processes.This program acts as the central reporting mechanism for all test
system software components. It runs on a printing terminal
on the manufacturing floor and serves as the primary
inpuUoutput mechanism for the manufacturing line supervisor.
Hardwarc Structure
The test system hardware was designed with two objectives:first, that all stationsbe similar, and second,that they
use standard HP equipment or HP 2700 assemblies.
S t a n d a r d H P 2 7 O Oc a r d s - b a c k p l a n e , M P U , a n d
memory-form the basis for the sort, test/repair and
chamber stations. The only special-purpose electronic
hardware is the ET PCA, which provides the data communication link betweenthe HP 3000 and the MPU board,
drives the LED displays on an attached display expander
board, and provides the clock signals.
The sort and tesUrepairstations are identical and consist
of the basic test hardware mounted on a metal box that also
containsa power supply and cooling fans.The card cageis
an HP 2700 part that has been cut away to permit accessto
the test points. The addition of a bar code reader and a
terminal makes the stations complete.
The chamber station uses the basic test hardware
mounted in speciallyconstructedcabinets.Partitionsallow
the MPU, memory, and ET boards to remain at room temperature while up to 13 PCAs under test are subjectedto
temperaturecycling. Power is supplied through bus barsto
all the PCAs in the chamber from three HP power supplies.
Control of the chamberand its power supplies is achieved
through a system of HP-IB (IEEE 488J instruments and a
chamber control program running on the HP 3000. The
combination of an FIP 53284 Scanner and an HP 3495A
Counter/Digital Voltmeter permits the chamber control
program to control the temperature and the power supplies
for the chamber. User control of these functions can also be
exercisedfrom the svstem console,
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Conclusion
The testand tracking systemprovidesa meansnot only to
test and burn in HP 27OOPCAs,but also to provide datafor
quality assurance. All data base information can be accessedby means of a utility program according to board
type, date, or identification number. In this way, faulty
PCAs do not reachthe customerand the failure data can be

used to improve the quality of the product.
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ProductDesignof a FriendlyColor
GraphicsWorkstation
by DennisC. Thompson,KennethD. Boetser,MarkA. DellaBona,and BadirM. Mousa
HE HP 27ooIS A POWERFULYET FRIENDLYseries
of high-performancecolor graphicsworkstations.Its
I
t
advanced technical capabilities for generatingand
manipulating imagesrequire not only a significant amount
of local intelligence and memory, but also an equally capable user interface.The HP 2700 product design challenge
was the integration of thesefeaturesin an ergonomicdesktop packagethat does not intimidate the user becauseof
size, noise level, or apparent complexity.
T

Cooling System Design
The HP 27oo is a complex assemblydissipating nearly
500 watts of power. Desktoppackagingrequiresa relatively
small volume, placing heavy demandson the cooling system. Reliability objectives seek to minimize the internal
temperaturerise. Unfortunately, merely installing larger
fans for extra cooling capacityproduceshigher noise levels
than are acceptable in an office environment, and fans
themselvesare sourcesof reliability problems.
Numerous layouts and models were createdto examine
the placementof componentassembliesand their effecton
cooling strategiesand product ergonomics.The final configuration (seeFig. 1) provides adequatecooling with the
useof only two fans.Noiselevels aremaintainedwell below
an acceptable55 dBA.
The cooling systemis designedto take full advantageof
the various natural phenomena involved in thermal systems. The logic cards are oriented vertically to let free
convectiveflow help the fans, Sensitivelogic components
are placed near the openings for cool incoming air. Less
sensitive high-power components are mounted farther
along the airflow path to make best use of the system's
available cooling capacity.
Two fans exhaustthe heatedair, creatinga negativepressureinside the package.A negativepressuresystemdirects
cooling airflow with appropriate placement of inlets and
baffles.The ability to direct this cooling air and tailor the
flow more than compensatesfor the decreasein fan efficiency causedby moving heated,less dense air.
i98o
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External Design
Designmodels and experimentsprovided insight regarding display height and angle,location of local massmemory
storage,controls placement,keyboard layout, and graphic
input devicepreference.The HP 2700hasthe power switch
and brightness controls at the front of the machine where
the user has easyaccessto them. The detachablekeyboard
plugs into the front of the terminal, minimizing the length
of the coiled-cord cable so that clutter on the operator's
work surfaceis kept to a minimum and the keyboardcan be
comfortably positioned.
Controlsfor adjustmentof the display's convergenceare
easily accessibleat the front of the terminal while viewing

Fig, 1. The HP 2700 has a negative pressurecooling system
that uses onlv two fans.

Display Enhancement

Fig.2. For convergenceadjustment,
color-codedpotentiometersbehind a swing-downpanel are adjustedwhile
watchinga targetpatternon the screen.
the display (Fig. z). A swing-down panel reveals colorcoded potentiometers that directly correlate with the
software-generated
targetpattern on the screen.Simplified
graphics images on the panel communicate the convergenceprocedureso that no written instructions or manual are needed to convergethe display accurately.
Color Selection
Productand industrial designerscooperatedcloselywith
softwareand hardware engineersin successfullydeveloping an effectiveand easy-to-usecolor selection systemfor
the HP 2700. This system is described on page to of this
issue.
Serviceability
The designer'sinfluence is also felt by servicepersonnel.
Quick and convenient accessto parts and assembliescan
dramatically reduce service costs,The logic cards of this
machine are user-accessible
by design, allowing easyconfiguration. Door lock details provide the customerthe option of locking the door with a novel type of key (Fig. 3).
Should disassemblybe required,interlocking details onthe
plastic housing skins enable nearly complete accesswith
minimum removal of hardware.The top cover is removed
by undoing two quarter-turnfasteners,providing accessto
all power supply and display adjustmentsand test points.
Further disassemblyto a fully opened chassisrequires the
removal of onlv two additional screws.

The eye is a delicate,althoughhighlyadaptableoptic system
that can be easily strainedto the point of fatigue.The problem
becomesmore severewith age becausethe lensof the eye loses
its elasticity,thus limitingthe rangeof focus. Withthis in mindthe
prime concern was to create a display with exceptionalclarity,
legibility,focus, resolution,and contrastand a minimumof surface reflections
Typicallyin the use of a CRTdisplay,stray lightfrom windows, '
overheadlighting,and bright surfacesbouncesoff the screen's
face and causes undesirablereflections.This can reduce the I
contrast between the charactersand background,thus nega- i
tively affectingthe operator'svisualacuity.
i
Thereare a numberof ways in whichthe designercan provide
antireflection
and contrastenhancement.The mostefiectivesolutionfor dramaticallyreducingreflectionsis achievedby bondinga
thinJilmopticallycoatedpanelonto the CRTJace.HEAo coating
usesthe physicsof light reflectionon glass and allowsmorelight
to be transmittedinsteadof reflected.Reflectionsare reducedto a
minimum and there is no comoromise in character focus or
brightness.Whatdoes affectbrightnessis the lowertransmission
of the dark glass panel. However,this panel increasesthe contrast betweenthe charactersand backgroundsignificantly.The
relativelysmallloss in brightnessis far outweighedby the benefit
gainedin increasedcontrastand richercolors.
The HEA coating solvesthe glare problem and improvesthe
contrastof the display. lt maximizesreadabilityby maintaining
The coatingis
sharp,crisp imageswith no loss in resolution.
unaffectedby temperatureor humidityand is virtuallyabrasion- l
proofin normaluse.lt alsoenhancesthe colordisplayproviding
richer.deeoercolors.
-Bud Mousa
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Fig, 3. A novel key can be used to lock the door to the card
cage.
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HP 27OOGraphics Input Devices
Thetwo principalgraphicsinputdevicesfor the HP2700arethe
keyboardgraphics input device, which consistsof two thumbwheels and a'button,and the optionalHP 13273f Data Tablet.
The HP 13273f Data Tablet (Fig. 1) makes softwareapplicationssuchas PAINTBRUSH/2700
possible.lt allowsthe userto do
freehand sketching and easily enter data into the workstation
withoutthe keyboard.Operationof the data tablet is similarto that
of the HP 911 1A GraphicsTablet.lHowever,the 13273Tdoes not
have all of its electronicswithin its case. Much of the tablet's
interfacingelectronicsresideson a printed circuit board inside
the HP 2700 card cage, and the tabletderivesits powerfrom the
HP 27OOpower supply.
The designgoalsfor the data tabletincludedminimumpackage size and weight, ease of use, and low cost. Packagesize,
form,and weightare criticalbecausethe tabletmay be held in the
user's lap. For this reasonthe package is very slim, about the
thickness
of a writingpad,andweighsonlysix pounds.Foruseon
a work surface,a flip-up support holds the tablet at an angle
typical of a draftingsurface.
Thereare three functionkeys on the tablet.One of these keys
letsthe userset up the tabletfor leff handedor right-handeduse.
Styluscable managementis an areaof contribution.In the past,
tablet productswere designedwithoutmuch concernfor where
the styluscable might be stored,withthe resultthat it can dangle
off the work surfaceonto the floor,often incurringdamage.ln the
13273I design,a groove is providedfor storingthe styluscable,
thus providinga solutionto this problemwithoutincurringany
additionalcost (Fig. 1).
The platen surface is designed for low cost and improved
humanfactors.Thissurfaceis a combinationof a LexanTM
overlay
bonded with a pressure-sensitive
adhesiveto a fiberglasssubstrate,which is then mountedintothe case with the olatenprinted
circuit board.This assemblymakes improvementsin rwo areas.
First,the Lexanoverlaybondedto the fiberglassis a morefriendly
interface.Theworkingsurfaceof the tabletis warmerto the touch
than other tablets,which use a cold glass surface.The Lexan is

Fig. 1. The HP 13273T Data TabIet is simpIe in d esig n and has
few parts.A groove in the top cover is provided for storingthe
stylus and cable when not in use.
much less costly than glass. In addition,bonding glass to a
printed circuit board is difficult and costly, because the epoxy
laminationrequiresheatand high pressure.Extensivetestingwas
doneto ensurethatthe Lexanoverlayand thefiberglasssubstrate
do not delaminate.
Assemblyof the tabletis simpleand the numberof parts is kept
to a minimum.This helpskeep the manufacturing
cost low.
Keyboard Graphics Input Devic€
Many keyboardgraphics input devices were surveyedin designing the HP 2700 keyboard.Some OEM products were purchased for evaluationand some new ideas were designed and
prototyped.
After extensiveinvestigation,the concept that was decided
upon usestwo digitalthumbwheels
(see Fig.2). The wheelsare

Fig.2. The HP 2700's keyboard
graphics input device consisfs of
two thumbwheels and a button.
The thumbwheels are connected
to digital shaft encoders

_t
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placed in orthogonalpositionswith verticaland horizontalrelationshipsto the screen, and allow the user to move the cursor
verticallyand horizontally.They are designed to spin freely to
produce a desirablecursor coastingeffect.HP optical shaft encoders are used. They are compact enough to meet the space
requirementsand they are perfectlycompatiblewith HP 2700
logic levels.No other electricalhardwareis necessaryto support
the encoders. The shaft bearing requires a special blend of
polycarbonateand TeflonTMand the shaftis a hardenablegrade
of steel.The bearingand shaft matertalare carefullymatchedto
achieve long life.

The encodersand shaft supportsare attachedto a mounting
plate, which is mounted into the keyboard case. A momentary
switch and button are added to the plate to digitizethe cursor
position.
-Bud Mousa
-Dennis Thompson
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A SimpleApproachto
AUTOPLOTI2TOO:
GustomGhartGeneration
by StanleyA Balazerand John M. Perry
UTOPLOT/2700is a powerful applicationssoftware
packagefor the IP 27OOColor GraphicsWorkstation
family. It provides an extremely friendly menudriven interface for high-quality decision support graphics
such as pie charts, bar charts, line charts, log charts, and
scattergrams.In addition, text slides can be designed in a
totally interactive environment.
AUTOPLOT/27O0uses the extensivefeatures of the HP
27OO,Inaddition to the menu-driven interface,there is an
interactive interface which allows the user to point to a
portion of a chart with the graphics cursor and then change
its color, size,shading,font, or other attribute immediately.
Whole charts can be moved, scaled, and combined with
other charts and text to form a complete graph. Since all the
chart types use the same data menu, the user can choose
between pie, bar, and linear charts and seethe results in a
matter of seconds.
Once a set of charts is ready for hard copy, AUTOPLOT/
27OO'sspooling capability allows unattended plotting of
multiple copies of up to 17 different charts.
Using AUTOPLOT
Placingthe AUTOPLOT disc in drive #1 and pressingthe
CHARTTYPEkey starts up the application and brings up a
chart type display (Fig. r). This servesas a home basefrom
which all the major parts of the systemcan be accessed.The
parts are data entry, chart format specification, text slide
and labels, saving and recalling charts, combining charts,
hard copy, and multiple hard copy. Pictures of the major
chart types are used for selection of the type of chart to be
created.The keyboard'sthumbwheelsare used to place the
cursor on the picture of the chart type desired.Pressingthe
thumbwheel button brings up the interface required to con-

struct that type of chart. Softkeys on this display give access
to the hard-copy, chart saving and recalling, and visual
chart formatting features. At any point in the chart design
process, the PLOT/MENU
key on the keyboard presents the
current chart on the display. Pressing it again returns the
chart design display. The CHARTTYPEkey on the keyboard
brings up the chart type display. The G AIDS key on the
keyboard displays help text, which explains the basics of
the current level of the application. Pressing any softkey
brings up details explaining the key. Pressing G AIDSagain
returns the previous display.
Simple Charts and Transparencies
AUTOPLOT can create a chart with only minimal data
from the user. The software makes appearance decisions
that are consistentand produce good-lookingresults.This
reducesgraph production time and gives a quick preview,
providing an opportunity to make changeswithout laborious input. One set of data can be applied to any available
chart type. Numbers can be input without being tied to any
particular graphic format. These features mean that a user
can enter data, evaluate it in any graphic format, and output
a finished chart to hard copy very quickly.
When a chart type is chosenfrom the pictures on the main
display (Fig. 1), a basic data menu is presented (Fig. 2).
Choosing a bar chart and entering the data shown in Fig. 2 is
all that is necessary to create the chart shown in Fig. 3.
AUTOPLOT chooses colors and positions of chart elements, axis scaling, and text layout. Returning to the chart
type display allows a different chart type to be chosen and
plotted with no further input required.
The data menu is the samefor all charts except pie charts.
Data columns are labeled according to the chart type. The
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Fig. 1. AUTOPLOTI27))
main chart type displayprovides
access to all major parts of this applicationssoftware
package.
menu allows lines of data to be rolled, paged, deleted,and
inserted.Columns can be paged(20 columns are available)
and cleared.
To use data from a host computer, the save& recallsoftkey
is chosenat the chart type level. The user can then go into
remote mode and run a host application. AUTOPLOT can
capture data from any host application that outputs a table
of data to the display. To capture the data, the RECALLDATA
softkey is pressedbefore instructing the host to send the
data.The datais storedin the local AUTOPLOT datamemory rather than being displayed on the screen.After the data
is collected,all the local featuresof AUTOPLOT canbeused
to display the data without the need to retransmit the data.
The text slide systemis optimized for making simple text
transparencieseasily. Therefore,the flexibility of the text
options is limited. The high-speedgraphics of the HP 2700
areusedto allow draggingtext and pointing at a text feature
display to modify text instantly. The text chart is displayed
at all times just as it will appear on hard copy.
When the text slide and labels picture is chosenon the
chart type display, the display shown in Fig. 4 appears.It
includes a workspacefor the slide,text featurechoices,and
softkeys.To createtext, the thumbwheels are used to place
the graphics cursor where the text is to be positioned,and
the text is enteredthrough the keyboard.As it is typed, it
appearsonthe display.The text canbe draggedand features
chosenby pointing at the display on the right side of the
screenwith the cursor. Lines can be deleted and inserted.
Groups of text can be moved and text features modified by
using the GROUPMODIFYsoftkey. A box is placed over the
text to be included in the group, and then the box is moved
to move the text, or featuresfrom the text feature display are
chosento changethe appearanceof the text.
Once a chart has been created, the save& recall softkey at
the chart type level offers the opportunity to savethe chart
on a flexible disc. At the samelevel, charts can be recalled,
listed, and purged, and the hardcopysoftkeycan be selected
for output of the chart to a hard-copy device.
Custom Charts
Whether a chart is for the board room or a weekly report,
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customization is the key to more effective presentation.
With AUTOPLOTI}TOOthe user can createa custom chart
format. While the casualuser need not go beyond the simple chart stage,it is easy to change a few colors or placements and have a custom chart.
Pressing the format(visual)softkey brings the user and a
newly formed chart to a new program level (seeFig. 5). On
the right-hand side of the screena menu with colors and
patternsis drawn. To the left of this is a workspacedisplaying the current chart. Format changesare specified using
the thumbwheels and softkeys.A basic set of formatting
operationscan be done at this level. Keeping the set small
enhancesthe level's easeof use.
In chart makersthat rely solely on alpha menus for format
control, the menus are complicated for the casual user, so
complicatedthat many potential usersavoid the program.
With the HP 27OO'svisual formatting the user sees the
changeshappen as they are selected.
To locate the region to change,the user first pressesthe
LOCATEsoftkey. The graphics cursor then points to the
current region and the name of the region appearsin the
messagewindow directly above the softkeys.
For example, to change the CABLESbar color in Fig. 5
from red to green,the userpressesthe NEXTREGION
softkey
until the graphicscursor is over the CABLES
bar. The words
BAR 3 (CABLES)
will appear in the messagewindow. To
select a new bar color the user now pressesthe SELECT
softkey.The graphicscursorpoints to the bar'scurrent color
in the upper right-hand menu. A new pen is selectedby
placing the graphicscursor over the desiredcolor using the
thumbwheels and then pressing the thumbwheel key. At
this time the bar chart in the work areais updated with the
new greenbars.Area fill and line patternsare selectedin a
similar manner using the lower right-hand menu.
The LOCATEAXIS softkey gives the user powerful screen
managementability. With it a user can position a graph
anywhere in the visual format workspace. At the sametime
the graph can be rescaledin both height and width. Axis
labelskeep their samescreen-based
size while the graph is
scaleddown. The axis tic and label intervals also varv with
the graph's screensize.
Additional text can be added to any area of any graph
with the previously describedTExT SLIDElevel of AUTOPLOT. The full feature set of the TEXTSLIDElevel is available to add text with various fonts, sizes,and colors. The
ability to reenterTEXTSLIDEto add more text or edit the text
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Fig. 2. After a chaft type is chosen, a basic data menu is
Dresented for the user to fill in.

useful in periodic reporting.

Fig. 3. Ihls is theresultof choosinga bar chartand entering
the datashownin Fig. 2. AUTOPLOfchoosescolorsand
positlonsof chatt elements,axlssca/ing,and textlayout.
previously added gives AUTOPLOT integratedcapabilities
not found in most chart making applications.
Visual formatting is not the only way to change chart
format. There is also a format menu (Fig. 6). A user reaches
this alpha-basedformat menu from the data menu describedearlier.Everything that can be done in visual format
can also be done via this menu, and any changesdone in
visual format are reflected in this menu.
Another alpha menu, the axis menu, is reached from
either the data or format menus. Its purpose includes axis
label control, grid/tic placement,and axis scaling.
Saving Chart Formats
The user can save any chart on a flexible disc via the
save& recallsection of AUTOPLOT, When a chart is saved,
two separatefiles are created,a data file and a format file.
The concept of the format file is important. The format
file containsall of the custom chart details:axis placement,
colors, data ranges, etc. Data can be saved and recalled
separately.This allows many sets of data to be graphed
using one custom chart format, This feature is especially

Fig. 4, Whenthe text slide and labelspicture is chosen on the
chart type display, a display like this appears. lt includes a
workspace for the slide, text feature choices, and softkeys.

Multichart Pages
One of the main goalsof a businessgraphicspresentation
systemis the production of graphs in their final presentation form. Previous systemshave not carried this goal to
multichart pages,that is, two or more graphs on a page.
The COMBINE
CHARTSlevel provides an integratedsoluchartsas shown in
tion to this problem. Presentation-ready
Fig. 4 can be made quickly. This demonstrationchart was
madefrom two previously savedcharts.The text was added
to the combined chart with the TEXTSLIDElevel.
Chartscan be placed anywhere on the workspaceat any
scale.The placementis much like the LOCATEAXESprocedure in visual formatting. When the user pressesADD
CHART,the terminal asksfor the previously saved chart file
name. The graphics box cursor appearson the screenand
the user positions and scalesit via the thumbwheels.Pressing the return key causesthe chart to be drawn in the
selectedarea.
For standardtwo-and four-chart-per-pagelayouts, NEXT
HALF and NEXTQUARTERsoftkeys are provided. They step
the box cursor through the hemispheresor quadrantsof the
chart for exact chart placement.
Periodic Reporting
Periodicreporting is the use of a seriesof chartsto convey
information about a subject,usually updated and distributed in weekly or monthly intervals.The chartsthemselves
usually have the same format each period; only the data
changes.
AUTOPLOT is designedto make both the initial creation
of the report and its periodic updating simple and efficient.
The AUTOPLOT file organization is designed so that a
chart format can serve as a template for other charts differing only in data.
Oncea report hasbeencreated,up to seventeenpagescan
be output to hard copy automatically using the multiple
hardcopysoftkey on the CHARTTYPElevel. The names of the
pagesare enteredonto a menu, along with specificationof

Fig. 5. Charts can be left as drawn by AUTOPLOTor customized. The visual formatting prcgram level shows the cwrent chart and a menu with colors and patterns. Format
changes are specified using the thumbwheelsand softkeys.
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the number of copies of eachpageto be output. The entries
on this menu can be saved on a flexible disc so the report
can be called up and output to hard copy with very few
keystrokes.
The report update procedureis supportedby a datamodification procedure that deals only with data. Data can be
added,deleted,or modified without having to dealwith the
chart format. This allows for fast update, whether the data is
editedfrom the keyboardor is gatheredfrom host computer.
In addition, many charts can be linked to a single data file,
so only one file needsto be recalled,modified and savedto
update the report. This results in significant time savings,
and also allows data to be sharedby many charts without
appearing many times in different data files.

HffiM$il

Fig, 6. Ihls alpha-based format menu is an alternative to
visual formatting for customizing charts.

PAINTBRUSH/27O0:
A General-Purpose
PictureCreator
by John R. Alburger,Jim L. Davis,DianeA. Rodriguez,and BarbaraA. Stanley
OR APPLICATION PROGRAMMERS,the HP 2700
Color GraphicsWorkstation provides an extremely
powerful graphics featureset. However, novice and
I
casual users demand easy-to-use
easv-to-usegraphics
sraohics systems.
svstems.Designed to meet this challenge, PAINTBRUSH/270Ois a
general-purfosegraphics application program that allows
users to create and manipulate pictures easily, naturally,
and interactively.
PAINTBRUSHI?TOO
is designed to allow nonprogrammers to:
r Create and edit pictures and text
r Combine independently createdpictures
r Interfaceeasily with other HP 2700 graphicsapplication
programs,for example to:
r Creategraphicsobjectlibraries (i.e.,collectionsof previously drawn objects) for users and applications
programs
r Edit or manipulate arbitrary pictures created with
other local applications or by host application programs.
PAINTBRUSHI?TOO
is availablewiththe HP 27oOModel
65 PresentationGraphicsWorkstation,which consistsof an
HP 27OOColor Graphics Terminal, a graphics tablet with
stylus, one-half megabyte of memory, two flexible disc
drives, and a flexible disc containing PAINTBRUSH.This
application runs locally on the HP 2700 Terminal; no host
computer is required.
PAINTBRUSH consists of a set of hierarchicallv or-
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ganized levels. As shown in Fig. i., each level displays a
maximum of sixteen softkey labels acrossthe bottom of the
screen,a menu alongthe right-hand side of the screen,and a
graphics workspacearea.The user selectsa level or function by using the stylus to position the cursor over the
softkeylabel and then picking (i.e.,pressingthe stylus tip).
Items such as pen color, line type, or area fill type can be
picked from the menu.
The user interface of PAINTBRUSH is versatile. Userscan
perform operations using either the tablet or the keyboard
function keys and the terminal's graphics input device.
Thus, usersare not forced to bouncebetweenthe kevboard
and the tablet.
Functions of PAINTBRUSH
PAINTBRUSHprovides a complete set of graphics functions. Thesegraphicsfunctions can be divided into the four
categories of picture creation, picture editing, terminal
graphics functions, and input/output.
Picture creationis made simple by using the two drawing
levels of PAINTBRUSH.The usercan chooseaided drawing
for doing flowcharts and other drawings that might make
use of fixed shapes (rectangles,circles, circular arcs) or
curved and angular lines. If the picture requires a special
touch, the free drawing level gives the user the option of
selectingfrom a menu of pen tips, including tips for thick
lines, calligraphy, and airbrushing.
Area fills can be done with previously defined fixed

Key(Softkey)
Labels
Function
Flg. 1. Each of PAINTBRUSHI2TO0'I
levelsdisplaysup to
sixteensoftkeylabels,a menu,and a graphicsworkspace
area.Twodrawinglevelssupportaidedor free drawing.
shapes or by freehand drawing. Complex area fills [i.e.,
areas within areas)are also allowed.
The vector is the smallest unit of the picture file. A collection of vectors defines an object. Objects are created by a
single keystroke and contain all the vectors that were drawn
since the last object was created.Objectsare the smallest
building blocks in picture creation.Objectscan be moved,
scaled,rotated,copied, or deleted.For example,a forestcan
be drawn by creating a single tree as an object and then
replicating that object to make severaltrees (seeFig. 2).
The user may wish to add some text to the picture. The
labels level of function keys allows for text addition, manipulation, and deletion. Text is enteredby placing the cursor at the desired start point and typing the label. A highlighted box shows the placementand size of the new label.
The text size,color, angle,italics, spacing,justification, and
font can be selected from either the softkeys or the menu.
Fig. 3 shows examplesof the text capabilities.The label is
drawn and the cursor moves to the next line when the
RETURN
key is pressed.
The HP 2700 supports user-defined fonts. This means
that customized text styles can enhance labels. PAINTBRUSH can store as many as seven fonts at one time and
comeswith Roman, bold, and smooth fonts in addition to
the standard stick font. The standard fonts as well as any
user-defined fonts are displayed on the font menu for selection.
PAINTBRUSH has a configuration section to aid in the
picture creation process. The configuration level allows
specificationof alignment and incrementsof a grid. When
active,the grid forcesthe cursorto align to a grid point. This
grid can help in the placement of shapes or text. Multicolumn text alignment is easywith grids. A grid can be
lines or dots, and can overlav or underlie the picture.
Picture Editing
Once a picture is created,either by a host application, by
another local application, or by PAINTBRUSH, PAINTBRUSH allows the user to edit or man\pulate the picture.
Picture editing functions can be categorized into three
areas: text editing, object manipulation, and picture
merging.

Existing text can be moved, scaled, rotated, copied, or
deleted.The changeis displayed immediately to provide a
high degree of interactiveness. Any text attribute may be
applied to a single label or to a group of labels. The label
group can be selected either by picking the labels one at a
time or by positioning a box so that it enclosesthe desired
group. Label groups allow for manipulation of multiple
rows of text.
The labels level offers two modes of text scaling. Sizing
mode alters the size of the text. Spacing mode can be used to
compress or expand the distance between text characters.
This can be helpful when squeezinga label into a tight spot.
The group modification function along with the attribute
modification functions provide a powerful set of text layout
tools.
PAINTBRUSH allows the user to manipulate objects
(which may consist of drawn figures and/or text) or groups
of objects.The user can delete,move, scale,rotate,or copy
objects, or place objects on top of objects. The user always
has the ability to abort or undo any operation. PAINTBRUSH maintains a history list of operations so that the
user may undo an operation many times. While performing
object transformations, the user may choose to activate
and/or show grids. This level provides a choice of sixteen
active colors (selectablefrom 4096 colors) for the picture
background.
Objectscan be individually selected(pickedJby moving
the stylus until the cursor is positioned over a line, letter, or
areafill of the object, and then pressing down on the tip of
the stylus. Groups of objectscan be selectedby individually
picking the objects, by specifying them by their object
names,or by positioning a box sothat it enclosesthe desired
group. Objectsor groups are deselectedwhen another object or group is selected.
Fig. ab was created by performing picture editing operations (i.e.,copy, move, scale)on Fig. 4a.
PAINTBRUSHalsoallows picturesto be combinedeasily
and naturally. To merge pictures, the user positions a box
where desired and scalesthe framed areato the size desired.
With the aspectratio preserved,the picture is copied from
the disc and displayed on the screen within the bounds of
the box, becoming a part of the currently displayed picture. Fig. 5 shows the results of combining four different
pictures.
Terminal Graphics Functions
PAINTBRUSHallows the user to do someterminal functions while still in the application subsystem.This saves
the user many keystrokes and avoids extra picture redraws
that would be done on exiting and entering the application.
Most of the graphics keypad fuctions are available. An
added feature of the FULLVIEWkey, SHIFTFULLVIEW,restores the virtual window to what it was when PAINTBRUSH was entered.This provides a quick return to the
original picture after using the ZOOM,PAN,FULLVIEW,or
WINDOWkeys.
InpuUOutput
The inpuUoutput level of PAINTBRUSHallows pictures
to be copied from flexible disc, savedon disc, and plotted.
When pictures are merged,aspectratio is preserved,object
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Fig. 2. A forest can be drawn by creating a single tree as an
object and then replicating the object.

Flg. 3. Text capabilitiesof PAlNTBRUSH.Seven fontscan be
stored at one time and user-defined fonts are supported.

Implementing HP 27OO
Applications Software
Applicationson the HP 2700ColorGraphicsWorkstationrunon
the same processoras the terminal main code. Therefore,the
applicationexistsin a tightlyintegratedenvironment.
Applicationsare developedon the HP 3000 ComputerSystem
and downloaded to the workstation.AUTOPLOT/2700and
PAINTBRUSH/2700
are mainlywrittenin Pascal,althoughthere
are a few routineswrittenin Motorola68000assemblylanguage.
The tools requiredfor theirdevelopmentwere a Pascalcompiler,
a 68000assembler,
an applications
linker,anda downloaderf
rom
the HP 3000 host computer.

Therearefive differentPascalprocedurecallsto the graphics
intrinsics.
Theyallowfor integer,real,or string(longand bounded)
parameterpassing.These intrinsicscall the graphicsescape
sequenceaction routines.
Terminalfunctionsare accessedby callingroutinesin an intrinsics library.Theseroutinesare externalcallsin the sourcecode
and are mappedto the correctintrinsicby an intrinsicnumberat
linktime.Someexamplesof intrinsics
commonlyusedin applicationsare routinesto displaythe softkeylabels,displaya message
on the screen,draw a vector,and ring the bell.

Program Environment
The applicationhas a set of standardentrypoints.Theseentry
pointsmake up the firstfour proceduresin the first segment.The
firstentrypointis calledwhenthe programis entered.The second
entrypointis calledon exitf romthe application.Thethird handles
applicationsoft reset.The fourth routineis called just beforethe
appllcationis deleted from memory.
The applicationenvironmenthas three differentmodels.The
firstmodelinvolvesa singlecallto theapplication.
Theapplication
then runsto completionand gives controlback to the workstation.
In the second modelthe workstation,actingas the mainprogram,
c a l l s a p p l i c a t i o ns u b r o u t i n e sw h e n r e c e i v i n g u s e r i n p u t .
AUTOPLOT/27OO
uses this applicationenvironment.The third
modelis structuredso thatthe applicationpollsthe workstationfor
input.The workstationcalls subroutinesin the applicationfor the
specifiedinput.Forexample,inputcouldcome fromthe thumbwheels,the graphicskeypad,or the softkeys.This third model is
the applicationenvironment
used by PAINTBRUSH/2700.
Oncethe applicationis loaded,it is residentin memoryuntila
hard resetoccurs or anotheraoplicationis loaded.On soft reset
the workstationgains controland calls the applicationresethandler.The handlercan returnthe applicationto a knownstate.Soft
reset can be controlledby the applicationby bracketingcode
sectionsas criticalor noncritical.

Segmentation and Swapping
An applicationmay be divided into as many as 32 segments.
Each segmentmay containmultipleobjectfiles.At linktime,the
applicationlinkerresolvesexternalcalls to routineswithinthe
same segmentas well as in other segments.
Applicationscan determinethe amount of program memory
requiredat link time or at run time. Dependingon the terminal
configuration
at run time,an intrinsicenablesthe applicationto
ask for differentamountsof memoryfor swapping or nonswapping. Both PAINTBRUSH
and AUTOPLOTmust swap segments
with the 12BKprogrammemorysize.The remainingmemorynot
allocatedto the applicationis used for applicationdata and may
be allocatedand freed dynamically.
The applicationmust load and free its own segments.Segments are freed in a stack-likemanner. During execution,the
applicationswapssegmentsintothe allocatedapplicationmemory. Segments may need to be freed to make room for new
segments.The 256K program memoryconfigurationavoidsthe
need for swappingsegments,removingthe delayof readingfrom
the flexibledisc.
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Fig.5. Four pictures were combined to form this one.
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Fig.4. Picture editing (copy, move, scale, etc.) was done on
(a) to arrive at (b).

names and vector list names that conflict with names in the
existing picture are renamed, and the user can select
whether or not to restore the color palettes that were used to
create the picture.
PAINTBRUSH also allows users to plot to FIP-IB and
RS-232-C /.24 plotters. Before plotting, the user can set
terminal configuration parameters for plotting on B1/2x11^inch paper or transparencies by selecting one softkey. Alternatively, the user can set each terminal configuration
parameter as desired.
In addition to this input/output level, PAINTBRUSH
users have access to the DEVICECONTROLkey. By pressing
this key, the user can interface to any terminal-supported
device (e.g., printers, cameras, discs, etc.).
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1 9 7 5 .W i t hH P s i n c e1 9 7 8 ,
he contributedto the l/O
systemfirmwarefor the HP
2700. Steveis slngleand
enjoyssilkscreenprinting,
painting(hisfavoritecoloris pink),bicycleriding,
and collectingunusualtoys.

DennisC. Thompson

Edward Tang
Ed Tang, software project
manageron the HP 2700,
attendedthe Universityof
Caliiorniaat Berkeleyand
received the BSE?CS degreein 1970and the MSEU
C S i n 1 9 7 3 .A m e m b e ro f
IEEEand ACM, he has
taught computerscrence
classes at San Jose State
University.Ed is marriedand is a board member
of the West ValleyChineseLanguageSchool.He
enjoyswoodworking,photography,racquetball,
and being with his iamily.
Paula H. Ng
A nativeol San Francisco,
qaula Ng first came to HP
in 1978.After graduating
from the Universityoi
CaliJornia
at Berkeleyin
'1979
with a double major
in computerscienceand
mathematicslor teachers,
she began workingon the
filesystemand devicecontrol of the HP 2700. She and her husband live in
whereshetutorshighschool
SanJose,California,
studentsand is a memberolthe ChineseAmerican
Women'sClub.In herfreetimePaulaenjoystennis,
calligraphy,softball,sewing,and UC-Berkeley
footballgames.
Otakar Blazek
A nativeof Pilsen,
Czechoslovakia,
Oty
Blazekhas been with HP
since 1972.He worked on
an l/O cardforthe HP3000
Computerand designed
the 26404 Terminal's
keyboardand the graphics
controllerfor the 26484
Terminal.On the HP 2700
proJect,he designedthe alphanumericvideocontrollerand modifiedthe colormapper.Otyearned
of Pilsen
MSdegreesf romtheTechnicalUniversity
in 1963and the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley
in 1971. Maniedand livingin Sunnyvale,California,
his leisureactivitiesaretennis,diving,and reading
novets.
Thomas K. Landgrat
Tom Landgrafwas born in
Los Angelesand attended
the Universityof Calilornia
at Davis,receivinga BS
degree in electricalengineeringin 1976. In 198.1
he earnedthe MS degree
in computerscienceat the
Universityof SantaClara,
wherehe is currentlyworking towardan MBA.WithHPsince1979,Tomwas
involvedin the design of the main processorfor
the HP 2700- He is married,has an 8-month-old
daughter,coachesLittleLeague baseball,and is
interestedin skiing,photography,cooking,gardening,and model railroads.

Michael R. Perking
receiveda BS
appliedmechanand bioengineering
from the Universityof
at San Diego in
1981. His backgroundwas
in physicaloceanography
whenhejoinedthe HP2700
designteamas a developmentengineer.Mikeis single,livesin SantaClara,
California,and enjoysscuba diving,volleyball,
woodworking,and backpacking.
Charlee W. Andrews
CharlesAndrewsjoined the Andoverdivisionof
HP in 1972afterearninghisBS degreein electrical
Instituteof TechengineeringfromMassachusetts
nology.He was the projectmanagerfor the HP
2700 logic and test systems.Originallyfrom A!
lanta,Georgia,Charlesis marriedand now lives
in Sunnyvale,California.His hobbiesare photography and motorcycleriding.
Susan Snitser
As a developmentengineer
at HP, SusieSnitzerhas
been involvedwith interface softwaredesign. She
ts a graduateof the state
Universityof New York at
StonyBrook(1981),where
sheearneda BSdegreein
computersciencewhile
supportingherselfas awaitress,Susielivesin San
Francisco.Her leisureactivitiesare backpacking,
volleyball,skiing,and travel.Shealsolikesto cook.
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Mark A. Della Bona
Mark Della Bona received
a BSEdegreein 1976 and
an MS in productdesignin
1977fromStanfordUniversity,wherehe nowteaches
a class in mechanicalengineering.He has worked
on severalfiber-optic
datacomproductsand is
currentlya projectmanager.BeforejoiningHP he
was involvedin the design of the space shuttle
galleyand zero-Gtoilet.The resultsof his work
appearedin a publishedpaper. Mark is married,
holds a privatepilot'slicense,and enjoysbackpackingand cross-countryllying.

Born in Quincy,lllinois,
DennyThompsonstudied
mechanicalengineeringal
the Universityof Utah, receiving a BS degree in
1 9 7 1a n d a n M S i n 1 9 7 2 .
He is a memberof the
AmericanSocietyof
MechanicalEngineers
(ASME)and hasworkedon calculator,plotter,and
terminalprojectsat HP. His work has resultedin
patentsforplotterdesignand a sealablevial.
Active in his church in Campbell,California,Denny
is married,hastwo children,and enjoyswoodwork
ing,singingin choralgroups,skiing,backpacking,
and runnrng.
Ksnneth D. Boetzer
BeforejoiningHP as a developmentengineerin
1980, Ken Boetzerworked
as a counselorfor high
schooldropoutsand as a
I
race car designer.He has
BSdegreesin biologyfrom
ArizonaState University
(1970)and in mechanical
( 1979).
engineeringfromSanJoseStateUniversity
Kenteachesa 4H aulomechanicsclassin Scotts
Valley,California,
wherehe liveswithhiswife,who
is a physician,theirson,and a menagerieol dogs,
geese, and chickens.
Badir M. Mousa
Born in Ramallah,Palestine,Bud Mousaattended
san Jose state university
and receiveda BS degree
in industrialdesignin 1975.
He worked as a design
consultantfor consumer,
medical,and electronrc
productsbeforecomingto
HP, where he has contributedto the design of
and
terminalproducts,modems,graphicstablets,
monitors.Bud hastaughtan industrialdesignclass
at San Jose State,is married,has one daughter,
and likes backpacking,camping,canoeing,
photography,and woodworking.
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John il. Perry
Born in Detroit,Michigan,
JohnPerryreceiveda BSE
degreein 1977and an MS
in 1980fromthe University
of Michigan.He workedas
an analystspecializingin
graphicsfor a consulting
engineeringfirm and then
joined HP as a development engineeron the HP 2700 project.Livingin
SanJose,California,
he is married,hasonedaughter, and enjoysphotographyand sailingon San
FranciscoBay.
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StanleyA. Balazer

John R. Alburger

Stan Balazer started with
HP'sSan Diego Divisionin
1977and came to the San
FranciscoBayAreain 1979
after graduating from the
Universityof Californiaat
San Diego with a BS degree in computer science.
Stanhas contributedtothe
developmentol several graphics software proiects, includingthe applicationssoltwarelor the HP
2700. He livesin SantaClara,Californiaand enjoys
computeranimation,tennis,volleyball,
and frisbee.

John Alburger is a project
manager responsiblefor
HP2700 developmenttools
and applications.He
earned a BS degree in
computer science and
electricalengineeringf rom
the Universityo{ California
al lrvinein 1977and an MS
in electrical engineering from Stanford University
in 1980.Originallyfrom
LaCanada,CaliJornia,
he
nowlivesin Cupertinowithhiswiteand daughter.
His outsideinterestsincludescuba, swimming,
and home remodeling.
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Jim L. Davls
Jim DavisattendedCalifornia State Polytechnic University at San Luis Obispo
and received a BS degree
in comDuterscience in
1981.He ioined HP after
graduating and began
working as a development
engineer on HP 2700
graphicsapplications.A nativeof Ventura,California, he uses his Jreetime to pursue interests in
karate, animation,woodworking,winemaking,
bicycling,and tennis.
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Hewlett-Packard
Company,3000 Hanover
94304
Street.PaloAlto.California

BarbaraA. Stanley
Barbara Stanlevwas in-

$

ti

rnsysremsprogrammingbeiore coming
to HP, where she has designed and developed
graphics applications and
user interfaces.She earned
aBAdegree in musicfrom
Brigham Young University
in 1975and an MS in comouterinformation
science
fromSanJoseStateUniversityin 1981. A member
of ACM, she performswith the HP choir and is
continurngher education at Stanford University.
Her hobbiesare piano and racquetball.
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Diane A. Rodriguez
I Diane Rodriguez received
, a BS degree in computer
sciencefrom Michigan
- TechnologicalUniversltyin
1980 and is currentlystudying at Stantord University.
She worked on graphics
applications for the HP
2700.Marriedand livingin
San Jose, California,she is a memberof ACM,
active in her church, and enjoys outdoor sports,
sewing,and board games.
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